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Abstract
This mixed method study is aimed at exploring the use of EDMODO by Emirati ninth
grade female students (n = 97) who are studying English as a second language. In the
first phase of the study, quantitative data was collected by using a questionnaire.
Additionally, from the original pool a subset of students (n = 11) were interviewed
with regards to EDMODO usage in the classroom. The findings from this study
revealed that ninth-grade students found EDMODO to be first and foremost an
interesting and joyful learning experience; Second, they also reported the it is an
efficient platform for learning; and thirdly, they reported that EDMODO is a social
platform and useful integrative tool for their learning experiences. The quantitative
results corroborated the qualitative results by showing that EDMODO was found to be
an efficient platform by the students, it was also found to be a viable tool for social
integration and was enjoyable to students. Moreover, there were no major challenges
that were found. There were no major variations between students’ self-report and their
views, only students indicated that EDMODO offers them multiple spaces for learning,
help them consolidate their learning and they expressed that they faced minor
technicalities in using EDMODO. The actual practices support and validated the
students’ self-report and views which revealed that student actually use EDMODO as
a social and learning platform as well as an effective tool to exchange ideas. The study
offers some recommendations for instruction, pedagogy and research.

Keywords: EDMODO, blended learning, independent learning, motivation,
technology integration, perceptions, UAE public school students, mixed method.
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)Title and Abstract (in Arabic

استكشاف مدي نجاح استخدام برنامج االدمودو في تعلم اللغة اإلنجليزية لدي طالبات
الصف التاسع
الملخص

ان الهدف األساسي لهدة الدراسة هو استكشاف استخدام برنامج االدمودو مع  97طالبة
إماراتية في الصف التاسع حيث تعتبر اللغة اإلنجليزية هي اللغة الثانية لهم .المرحلة االولى من
هذه الدراسة الكميه كانت عباره عن تجميع معلومات عن طريق االستبيان .باإلضافة الي ذلك فانه
تم مقابلة  ١١طالبه بخصوص استخدام االدمودو في الصف الدراسي .كان من نتائج استخدام
برنامج االدمودو مع الصف التاسع هواالستمتاع بالتعلم .كما اكدت أيضا النتائج على التاثير
االيجابي على عملية التعلم ،كما اشارت النتائج أيضا أن برنامج االدمودو يعبتر منصة اجتماعية
فعالة و أداة دمج مفيدة للتعلم .أن جميع النتائج الكمية و النوعية في هذه الدراسة وجدت بان
االدمودو يعتبر منصة تعلم فعالة للطلبه بطريقه ممتعه بدون أي معوقات كبيرة .و عالوه الى
ذلك ،بينت النتائج بانه لم توجد أي فروقات في المعلومات المجمعة من االستبيان و المقابله بل و
قد كان التطبيق العملي لبرنامج االدمودو دعم لكلتا االداتين ،و قد عبرت الطالبات ان برنامج
االدمودو اوجد مساحه جيده لهن للتعلم بحرية و تبادل المعلومات .ان الدراسة تحتوي علي بعض
التوصيات للتحسين في العملية التعليمية و األبحاث المستقبلية.
مفاهيم البحث الرئيسية :برنامج االدمودو ،التعلم الذاتي ،استخدام التكنولوجيا ،المدارس الحكومية
االماراتية.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This study explores Emirati ninth grade students’ view of Edmodo platform for
learning English. Chapter one serves as an introduction to the study. It begins with an
overview that briefly outlines the importance of integration of technology in education.
The researcher then outlines the Statement of the Problem, Purpose of the study,
Research Questions, Significance of study, limitations and defines the key terms.
Finally, the researcher describes how the study is organized.

1.2 Overview
Over the last three decades there is a rapid evolution of technology that has
entered the education field. Teachers have since then, explored numerous technologies
in teaching and learning. Using technology in education has been identified as the
“Fourth Revolution’ which followed the invention of printing (Hackbarth, 1996).
Educators have been continuously aiming to improve the quality of education that
requires deeper insight in understating the nature and need of 21st century learners.
This is because students of this generation use technology comfortably and
continuously and are surrounded by social media applications, games and learning
platforms. Consequently, integrating digital learning in teaching has been an essential
part in classroom instruction. Many studies highlighted the integration of technology
in education, stating that technology facilitates the learning process (Icard, 2014).
Salamun (2004) also supports the integration of technology in education and he
believes that it prepares students for the future.
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Moreover, Rodríguez (2017) added that the main advantages of using
technology for EFL is that it provides them with opportunity to practice their language
and skills outside the school context, which makes them more independent in their
learning. With this type of environment, students can attain knowledge and
information without being physically present in classrooms. They can access learning
materials, quizzes and assessments anytime and in any place by using their computer
or smartphone.
Thus, teachers' need to consider integrating technology in their daily lessons to
make the lesson authentic and related to students’ real life. The trend of education can
be transformed from the traditional method to modern techniques that emphasize
integrating technology in teaching to create more interesting and effective learning
experiences for students. For example, Laurillard (2005) suggested that the traditional
transmission of information through lectures and books should be supported by
technology which provides the learners with great opportunities to be more engaged
in the learning process. Furthermore, Salamun (2004) added that integrating
technology in curriculum does not only involve students in the learning process but
also engages students in meaningful learning and provides a positive attitude in the
classroom.
Many other researchers and educators discuss the impact of using digital
learning and electronic games in students' learning in the classroom. Learning
environments are extensive and many teachers integrate social media in the classroom
such as Facebook and Twitter and they are using iPad, tablets, EDMODO, and wiki
pages to facilitate the learning process and encourage collaborative learning (Icard,
2014). According to Messinger (2011), both educators and students create learning
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opportunities by using mobile and digital devices and help support and adapt the
curriculum to better suit the interests of all learners.

1.3 Statement of the Problem
The UAE uses the latest technologies in the classroom including computers,
tablets, overhead projectors and smartboards. However, teachers must use them
effectively to have an impact on students’ progress and attainment. Hence, different
digital platforms must be explored in the UAE. The educational system in the United
Arab Emirates has experienced a major reform in the past two decades. An inspection
process was launched in 2012 to ensure that all schools in the UAE were up to
international standards. An inspection framework was designed and implemented in
2015 to evaluate schools in Abu Dhabi Schools across six performance standards
(MOE, 2015). The purpose of the framework was linked to the UAE Vision for
Education 2021, that aims to enhance educational attainment and drive the economy
by innovation, research and technology. This unified framework across the Emirates,
includes the performance standards: student achievement, student personal and social
development and their innovation skills, teaching and assessment, curriculum,
protection, care, guidance and support of students and leadership and management
(MOE, 2015). Within the standard of teaching and learning, educators are expected to
support students in using effective resources, promoting student-teacher interactions
and student-student interactions and developing critical thinking, innovation and
independent skills. Additionally, within the same standard, teachers should give
feedback to students comprehensively and constructively. Thus, schools in the UAE
started to prepare their students and teachers to be capable in using technology and
integrate it with other subjects to match the UAE Vision for Education 2021.
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Another reform agenda is the Abu Dhabi Education Policy Agenda (ADEC,
2008). It frames the guiding principles, vision and objectives for Abu Dhabi’s
education system. According to the agenda, the use of technology in teaching and
learning is encouraged to support different models of learning in the classroom. The
agenda further enunciates that the use of technology platforms enhances the
curriculum and provides opportunities for collaborative activities. It also advances
learning outcomes and reduces administrative burdens and enhances communication
and collaborative sharing between the emirates and other countries. The agenda also
explains that technologies can also be used to support all students in their needs,
interests and support any physically challenged students by providing them with
accessibility. Several schools were selected across the UAE to apply the Smart
Learning Program to develop their technology, critical thinking, collaboration and
problem-solving skills (MOE, 2019). The program entails a selection of schools where
students receive laptops and are expected to solve assignments, assessments and
participate collaboratively with their friends in online discussions. This is similar to
the EDMODO platform where students also post and collaborate with their classmates
and teacher online.
The government of Abu Dhabi also encourages the use of technology in
teaching and learning (Government of Abu Dhabi, 2018). It states that the promotion
of technological literacy among all learners and teacher in the emirates is part of its
initiatives. Furthermore, leaders in the UAE have initiated e-learning platform that is
free of charge that includes videos made into the Arabic Language in subjects
including Science, Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry and Physics. This platform
(Madrasa) also provides educational resources and content to students from
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kindergarten to grade 12 (Government of Abu Dhabi, 2018). Hence, it is essential that
different platforms are explored in the UAE.
The chosen platform, EDMODO is a learning digital platform that has been
studied in the UAE a few times by Mustafa (2015); Coelho, Galante and Pires (2016).
In the qualitative study by Mustafa (2015), he explored the perceptions of 55 Emirati
college students on the use of EDMODO and applied the Keller’s Motivational Theory
(2008), as cited in Mustafa (2015), as his theoretical framework. The results of his
study showed that students accept EDMODO and find it effective and easy to use.
Furthermore, they revealed that it is interesting, they felt confident to use it, and it
provides them with equal opportunities of learning. This topic is recognized
internationally, thus, more studies is done outside the UAE. There is extensive
literature related to perceptions of the students with regards to EDMODO. In Taylor
(2015), a collective case study was performed to explore students’ communication
skills through using EDMODO in the Latino population (ESL). The researcher
collected data using interviews, observations, and discussion board threads. It was
found that students felt that EDMODO allowed them to utilize social networking
through the platform and developed their sense of community. As for,
Balasubramanian, Jaykumar & Fukey (2014), they studied the student preference
towards using EDMODO student engagement and responsible learning. The
researcher conducted a survey amongst the university students in Malaysia and found
that EDMODO encouraged both student engagement and responsible learning. The
students preferred using the platform for its resources, support and communication.
There are also studies about developing skills of students using EDMODO. For
example, Fauzi (2017), studied the effect of EDMODO on students writing skills in
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recount text. The students performed a pre-test, received treatment using EDMODO
and then a post-test. It was found that using EDMODO was effective to teach recount
text. Additionally, Khodary (2017) found that students that used EDMODO in a
Foreign Language Saudi Arabian setting which is similar to the UAE, were found to
have developed their self-directed learning skills.
It has been found to promote collaboration, promote the progression of
language skills, engage students and promote independent learning skills. However,
the views of using EDMODO in English has not been focused on in literature and
hence been seriously underestimated by policymakers, reformers, and the public in the
UAE. Hence, the researcher has focused on perceptions of the students to ensure that
the aspect is fully understood before studying the impact that EDMODO may have.
Furthermore, any research of different resources and strategies that may
enhance language skills and specifically English Foreign Language (EFL) learners is
necessary. In schools’ nowadays, English teachers are expected to teach students
various skills from an early age and develop them exponentially as they grow older.
Thus, teachers are expected to find new and appropriate teaching methods that meet
students’ needs. Moreover, the essential learning of the English Language has also
been challenging teachers based on the educational reform of the UAE. Many subjects
in the UAEs’ schools are now taught in English such as mathematics, sciences, creative
design and innovation, design technology, health sciences, computer science, and
physical education. Thus, improving English language level is a requirement for
passing not only English, but other subjects as well. Hence, finding a resource or
strategy that is relevant to Language skills specifically is also crucial to share amongst
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educators and to allow them to explore the strategy further and make decisions based
on their needs.

1.4 Purpose of the Study
This study is intended to explore the ninth-grade students’ use of EDMODO in
English language in one of the public schools in the UAE. The study focuses on
exploring the three main categories which are social and integrative collaboration,
efficiency and interest and engagement perceptions when using EDMODO.
Additionally, it aims to explore the challenges of using the platform. Furthermore, the
self-report, views and document analysis are compared to analyze if there are any
consistencies and variations between them about EDMODO. Finally, the study aims
at broadening the scope of literature regarding the view of students in the UAE towards
EDMODO.

1.5 Research Questions
This study is about exploring Emirati ninth grade students’ use of Edmodo
platform for learning English in a public school in the UAE. It also explores these
views within three categories which include social and integrative collaboration,
interest and enjoyment, and efficiency. The researcher also explores the challenges
that the students may face when using EDMODO and if there any variances between
the students’ self-report and views. The four research questions that guided this study
are as follows:
1) What do Emirati ninth grade students report on their using of EDMODO and
what challenges do they face?
2) How do Emirati ninth grade students view their use of EDMODO?
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3) How are students’ actual practices manifested in using EDMODO?
4) Are there any variations among the students’ self-report, their views and
their actual practices regarding the use of EDMODO in their learning?

1.6 Significance of the Study
This study is aimed to contribute to our knowledge base and research with
regard to the use of EDMODO by ninth-grade students who learn English as a second
language. For example, while there is an abundance of studies about EDMODO
platform internationally, only two studies have been conducted about EDMODO in
the UAE (Mustafa, 2015) and Coelho, Galante and Pires (2016). The most similar
study amongst them, was Mustafa (2015) who explored the students’ perceptions in
the UAE specifically. In his study, he collected data from reflective journals of 55
participants. To further, support and expand upon his study, this study will explore the
students’ views in three data collection methods, questionnaires, interviews and
document analysis. Thus, this study is significant because it will be a continuation of
the exploration of the effectiveness of using a digital platform like EDMODO from
the students’ point of view. The researcher aims that this study will add to the existing
literature by highlighting the views of students within the three categories. Also, it
should shed light on the challenges that students may face when using EDMODO. This
may help other educators avoid these challenges when implementing EDMODO in the
classroom. This also may benefit teachers, students and schools in the long run
because it explores the use of integrating this type of platform in classrooms and the
attitudes of students when using this technology in education. Data and results of this
study may guide curriculum developers in UAE in planning future curriculum that
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meet 21st century students’ needs, different learning abilities and the integration of
subjects on the classroom.
As for Coelho, Galante and Pires (2016), the second study completed in the
UAE, it was the implementation of an online collaboration project. The researchers
applied EDMODO in 3 settings, the UAE, Canada and Portugal. They aimed at
promoting EDMODO within the English Foreign Language community and showing
other teachers the implementation process. Hence, the study by Coelho, Galante &
Pires (2016) was used as a reference framework for application in the classroom for
this current study.
Hence, this study used a mixed method research to fathom ninth grade
students’ use of EDMODO, which could contribute to our understanding of students’
learning experiences by finding resources that allow them to collaborate, materials that
interest them and are efficient. Teachers may adapt such resources to raise their quality
of teaching and impact student achievement positively. Lastly, schools may adopt such
resources to expand students’ 21st century skills.

1.7 Limitations
In fact, this study is limited from different factors such as time, size and
context. First, the study was conducted over 14 weeks within the academic year which
is a short time frame and hence, the data collection may be limited. Students may selfreport more if they had a long-time frame with EDMODO. The second limitation is
about the number of participants which is 97 students, which may be a limitation and
can limit generalizability in the study. In addition, the study was conducted on one of
a cycle two girls’ schools in one of the major education zones in Al Ain city during
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the academic year 2017-2018. Consequently, the results and findings could be
different in other settings or contexts and difficult to be generalized in other regions of
the UAE or in private schools in the region. The study was conducted on female
students; however, the results may vary if the same study was conducted on a male
class within a school.
Moreover, the questionnaires were distributed at the end of Term 3 of the
academic year 2017-2018. Hence, the participants’ answers might conceivably be
affected by their excitement of finishing the academic year. Thus, the researcher hoped
to reduce the respondents’ potential bias by interviewing 11 students to explore their
views in depth towards using EDMODO. Finally, the study was applied by one teacher
only whilst conducting the same study by a different teacher with different attitudes
and experiences may not yield the same results.

1.8 Definition of Terms
EDMODO: According to Hankins (2015), EDMODO is an interactive platform that
allow users to upload assignments, homework and share links with other users to work
collaboratively. Enriquez (2014) mentioned that EMDODO is recently ranked as one
of the top learning tools in the internet by five hundred plus professionals from 48
countries worldwide.
Blended Learning:

Hankins (2015) defined Blended learning as an
educational experience that content of characteristics of
traditional face-to-face instruction alongside with an
online learning component.
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Independent Learning:

Independent Learning is an educational system, in which
the learner is considered to be autonomous. He should be
separated from teachers by space and time and connected
to print,an electronic device or any other non-human
medium. (Moore, 1973).

Educational Technology:

Educational Technology is defined by (Hackbarth, 1996)
is a systemic process that involves application of
knowledge to support teaching and learning, which could
include programmed texts, TV programs and computer
software. These teams are also associated with products
that include audiovisual media, interactive multimedia,
self-instructional programs and integrated learning
systems.

EFL:

English as a Foreign Language (EFL) is defined by Snow
(1986) as the learning of English by students that know
another language or languages and are learning English in
an instructional setting only.

Self-Report Data:

Self report is defined by Harrell (1985) as well known tool
which could easily have collected by different methods
such as mail, telephone interview or questionnaires. Using
questionnaire to collect self-report data provides great
deal of flexibility with less effort and more accurately.
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1.9 Organization of the Study
This study consists of five main chapters. The first chapter provides a brief
introduction to the purpose of the study, introduced the research questions with the
statement of the problem and has argued the significance of the of the study. Chapter
two provides a review of the literature on digital learning platform, EDMODO, and
the theories linked to the usage of the platform, including social constructivist theory
and online collaborative learning. It also, delves into blended learning and studies that
have been explored about it. Additionally, studies about EDMODO and the three
categories in the views of students are also explored with the challenges that students
may face. Chapter three has presented the research methodology, the participants, the
instrumentation, data collection methods, data analysis procedures and the ethical
considerations. Chapter four presents the final results in relationship to the four
research questions that guided the study and presents the major themes that emerged
from the in-depth interviews. It also presents the variations and similarities between
the reporting and the views of students. Chapter five includes a discussion of the
results, compares them with previous findings and presents the recommendations that
emerged from the study. It also offers the implications for future research surrounding
the digital platform, EDMODO.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this study was to explore Emirati ninth-grade students’ use of
EDMODO. This chapter explores the theoretical framework linked to using a
collaborative online platform EDMODO and their implications. The researcher then
briefly points out the history of EDMODO and its development. It also explores studies
about the inclusion of EDMODO in education and challenges and limitations of the
use of EDMODO in education. Furthermore, the researcher continues to explore
studies that relate to students’ interest and engagement, social and integrative
collaboration and efficiency. The researcher then concludes with a summary of all the
literature findings.

2.2 Theoretical Framework
This section of the study is aimed to explore the main theory that is adapted in
this research. The two related theories that are used as a framework are the social
constructivist theory and online collaboration theory. These theories were used here to
explain the essence of the study which are pertinent to the understanding of what might
be shaping an online collaborative platform like EDMODO and how it may impact
learning. Furthermore, the researcher explained the blended learning approach, the
implications of using it, the studies related to it in the UAE and with regards to
students’ perception.
2.2.1 Social Constructivism Theory
The most appropriate and related theory is the Social Constructivism theory
that focuses on connecting learning activities to social and cultural contexts to motivate
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students. EDMODO as an online platform has been used to facilitate and support the
accessibility of teaching and learning. Students become active and more engaged when
using this platform. Students are encouraged to have discussions and collaborate using
EDMODO and hence participate in learning to construct, transfer and share their
learning. The use of these technologies exploits the social constructivist pedagogical
approach to learning. In a review about computer supported collaborative learning
(CSCL) by Goodyear, Jones and Thompson (2014) they enunciate that it supports and
promotes collaborative learning and allows users to build upon their knowledge using
collaboration techniques that are accessible. That is why using EDMODO platform is
associated to Social Constructivism Theory.
2.2.2 Online Collaborative Theory
Another theory that has also recently been explored is the online collaborative
learning theory. As its title states, it joins between using collaboration on an online
platform. Piaget (1929) enunciated the importance of collaboration and constructive
cognitive development working in tandem. Hence, the only new part about this theory
is using a digital or online platform that is related to this timeframe. Roberts (2004)
thoroughly delves into online collaborative studies and how they impact learning in
higher education, problem-based learning, mathematics and many more. He uses
studies from all around the world including Finland and the United States of America
(USA). He summarizes the use of online collaborative techniques or resources as
urgent and important. As for Harasim (2012), she also explores the necessity of online
collaborative learning theory and how much it impacts students. She believes that this
theory joins both the learning theory and technology. She further explains that
educators need to reflect on the learning theories and update their pedagogical
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practices to include online technologies. Hence, it is essential to further explore the
requirement of technology and blended learning.
2.2.3 The Requirement of Technology Integration in Education
Technology is constantly changing to keep up with the needs of the market and
the consumers. This includes computer software, virtual applications, mobile
applications and online collaboration tools. The main challenge is to ensure that the
applications that are being used in the education process are effective and fit the needs
of the status quo. It is important that with the development of technology, the strengths
and weakness of different technologies and the correct process to using them
effectively are understood. This should be done before their application in classrooms
in correspondence with what Bates (2005) mentions as “the choice of technology
should be driven not by its novelty but by the needs of the learners and the context in
which we are working” (p. 3).
The world of education is currently undergoing a massive transformation
because of this digital revolution. Globally, technology integration is increasing in and
facilitates many domains such as learning, research, designing, development,
production, marketing, implementation and evaluation. Taylor (2015) added that
technology used in classrooms has increased in the 21st century because it leads to
collaboration, critical thinking, creativity, and problem solving which are all part of
the 21st century skills. According to Thieman (2008), the Framework for 21st Century
Learning emphasizes the use of technology which focus on creativity, critical thinking,
communication and collaboration which is considered to be essential for citizenship.
He added that technology is used in learning for many purposes such as a tool of
communication, and networks to access, manage, integrate, evaluate, and create
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information. In order to successfully face future career challenges and life, U.S.
schools align classroom environments with real world by including the 4Cs in their
education which include: critical thinking and problem solving; communication;
collaboration; and creativity and innovation (Kivunja, 2015). Many other studies show
the necessity of integrating technology in education to serve the 21st century skills. For
example, a study by Robin (2008) adds technology meaningfully in classroom by
emerging a digital storytelling application that he found out promotes 21st century
skills including culture literacy, information literacy, visual literacy media literacy and
many more.
Many studies showed that using technology in the classroom has improved
student performance. For example, Haughton and Kelly (2015) conducted a study to
compare traditional instruction with a flipped classroom using technology and they
found using a standardized test that the students in the flipped classroom lead to a
better performance than the students who were taught in the traditional classroom.
According to Hankins (2015), numerous studies showed positive impact on students’
performance when using online learning instead of traditional learning (Lim & Yoon,
2008). Eryilmaz (2015) also agreed to these assumptions by adding that online learning
provides positive attitudes towards lessons and provides effective individual feedback.
Also, it allows teachers to have more time to deal with individual students who have
easy access to class materials anytime. Al-Naibi, Al-Jabri, Al-Kalbani (2018)
performed a pre/post experimental study by using EDMODO as a tool to help students
in their writing. Students participated in discussions, activities and quizzes which
showed a significant increase of students’ achievement in writing after analyzing the
post-test results.
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2.2.4 Blended Learning
Blended learning has become one of the most important vehicles for education
reform today. Since the emergence of technology in the 21st century, the need to
incorporate it into learning has been escalating. Fully online courses had started to
become available since the 1990s (Picciano, Dziuban & Graham, 2013). Some
institutes started to ‘blend’ both traditional classrooms (face-to-face) and online
components, giving arise to the blended learning approach. Blended learning is when
students learn through online delivery and face-to-face instruction (Horn & Staker,
2011). It is also known by b-learning, mixed or hybrid learning. Blended Learning has
the benefit of combining face to face learning with technology in some lessons. It
supports online discussion groups, chat platforms and another computer software
(Eryilmaz, 2015). Graham, Henrie and Gibbons (2014) define it by a thoughtful
integration of the classroom face to face learning experience alongside with the online
learning experiences. Gecer & Dag (2012) added that “blended learning, which should
be considered as a teaching design approach, is a process that should be planned
strategically to be applied in a teaching institution, a teaching program or in a course”
(p. 439). However, Oliver and Trigwell (2005) extended the definition of blended
learning by identifying seven blended notions which are the mixing of E-learning with
traditional learning, mixing online learning with face-to-face, mixing media, mixed
contexts, mixing theories of learning, mixed learning objectives and mixed
pedagogies. Sharma (2010) with Oliver and Trigwell (2005) also agree that by sharing
some points and stating three main definitions of blended learning which are a
combination of face-to-face and online learning, a combination of technologies and
combination of methodologies. However, they added that the term of blended learning
is constantly changing over the past 20 years.
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There are numerous reasons that lead policy makers around the world to apply
blended learning in their schools and institutions. Dangwal (2017) explained that we
can’t separate face to face traditional approach of teaching from technology because
both have their cons and pros. Students learn social skills like cooperation, sharing,
expression and respecting others inside the classroom or playground. However, there
are some shortcomings in the traditional approach such as its failure to meet individual
needs, it does not challenge students enough, books and courses are not regularly
revised and updated, some students cannot come to school due to their health and also
the unavailability of teachers in some area. Thus, to minimize the demerits of
traditional teaching and support the teaching and learning process, blended learning is
created to reach all learners different needs and match the expectations from the
educational system.
Eryilmaz (2015) claimed that there are three main reasons for recommending
blended learning which are improving effectiveness of education, increased access and
convenience and greater cost effectiveness. Thus, he considered blended learning as
being a successful tool in education and preferable learning approach in future.
However, Dangwal (2017) stated that blended learning requires great efforts, right
attitude and highly motivated teachers and students in order to succeed. In a study of
blended learning to teaching pharmacy students, the level of enthusiasm of these
students increased after the blended learning experience. The study was done using a
questionnaire to assess the attitudes of the students. It was also noted that the students’
concerns about blended learning decreased after the experience (Edginton and
Holbrook, 2010). In another exploratory study done in 2011, university students
expressed their view with regards to blended learning. They found the experience to
allow for flexibility and is preferable to the traditional face to face approach. They
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found they were more motivated and shared their ideas with their peers easier. They
also added that the blended learning approach allowed for class interaction and
explanation of their ideas, communication and team work and an increase in leadership
skills (Fearon, Starr and McLaughlin, 2011). Also, in an experimental study of the
effect of blended learning on the achievement of high school students in Biology, the
experimental group achieved higher in Biology and had a better attitude towards the
internet (Yapici & Akbayin, 2012). The generation of millennials are ‘digital natives’
and hence the online approach appeals to them to communicate and gain knowledge
through using multiple mobile devices (Gasser and Palfrey, 2008). Hence, to provide
students with an appealing experience and increase enrollment in higher education
institutes, schools have started to adopt this new approach.
In a case study by Auster (2016), screencasts were accessible to the students
outside of the class setting in 3 sections of first year sociology course (169 students).
The screencasts were made by the instructor administering the study (Carol Auster)
using ScreenFlow Software and included the topics of ethics in research, social
structure, culture, sociological perspectives, socialization, gender, social inequality
and social movements. ScreenFlow allows for the capturing of the screen and the
addition of audio. The instructor then uploaded the file onto Google Drive where it
was shared with the whole class. Power Point slides, images, music and videos were
all incorporated into the screencasts. The instructor used screencasts to introduce
topics by assigning them to be seen at the student’s own time instead of in class. This
allowed the students to spend more time on class discussions and analysis of the
screencasts content. She also used them after class to elaborate further on content that
may have been brought up during class discussions. This allowed the instructor to
reflect on what happens in the classroom and provide the students with material for
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them to read or view in good time. The university administered surveys to collect
information about the blended learning experience before and after the course. The
instructor also administered her own survey that served as the main assessment tool.
In general, the majority of students reported that they used the screencasts and that
they were helpful and effective. They found them especially helpful when they needed
to prepare for an assignment or assessment (Auster, 2016). The students reiterated that
they used the screencasts to review and because they were only between 5 to 15
minutes in length, they found them informative and not too time consuming.
Furthermore, the students reported that they had a more positive feel and motivation
towards the course when blended learning is incorporated. Although these results serve
as an initial finding and can be used as a precursor for further studies, it is solely based
on students’ perceptions. To further enhance and use these results more elaborately it
is suggested that this study is done on the impact on achievement of the students’ or
as the instructor suggests, that a control and experimental (quasi-experimental) design
is adopted.
2.2.4.1 Implications of Using Blended Learning
Although there are many studies that promote the use of blended learning in
learning, there are also studies that have found implications. An exploration of how,
when and why blended learning should be used, policy regarding the application of
blended learning and educator responsibilities are all aspects and implications that
should be explored to better understand blended learning. Wallace and Young (2010)
explored the implementation of blended learning and the implications that Canadian
universities may face. They identified areas that were identified as policy challenges
in 3 domains which are management and organizational, academic and student related
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aspects. In management and organizational they found it is essential to fit blended
learning in the mission, vision, goals and priorities of the university. They should also
establish approval processes and certain criteria for the courses to become blended
learning courses. They also identified the development and delivery of blended
learning and intellectual properties and ownership as issues within this domain that
should be resolved.
Within the academic domain, Wallace and Young (2010) stated that it is
essential that the universities establish criteria to assess equivalency in blended courses
or programs and the workload that faculty have in the blended course. As for the
students’ domain, the implications include identifying and addressing access for them
and orientating and supporting the students when using technology.
Picciano (2006) also explores the implications of using blended learning in
higher education learning. He states that although one of the reasons to develop
blended learning was to increase accessibility to students, drop-out rates were higher
in these courses than full face-to-face courses. Hence, he suggests that studies about
blended learning and university retention rates should be explored to have a better idea
if they are effective in that aspect.
2.2.4.2 Blended Learning Incorporation in the UAE
The United Arab Emirates National Agenda 2021 aims for a first-rate
education that is based on 21st century skills of education. These were designed in the
Student Competency Framework (SCF) which includes independent learning,
collaboration, communication, creativity, critical thinking, digital competence,
problem solving and self- direction (ADEC, 2014). To develop these skills, teachers
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must employ different strategies that incorporate the newest of technologies. In light
of this educational shift, it is imperative that learning includes online applications like
EDMODO. These applications allow collaboration between students, independent
learning and digital competence. In a study done in the College of Information
Technology in Ajman University, students showed an overall satisfaction when using
blended learning (Naaj, Nachouki & Ankit, 2012). The researchers used Satisfaction
Survey Forms (SSSF) to measure student satisfaction across five groups: instructor,
instruction, technology, class management and interaction. They found that overall the
students were satisfied when using face to face instruction with a model as the
electronic platform.
Kemp (2013) studied the experiences of uncertainty for students in 3 cohorts
in a management program in the UAE. She administered a survey tool to study and
analyze them specifically in uncertainty. She found that with regards to certainty, the
student identified them as their skills in technology, their knowledge of the course
organization and their appreciation of online feedback. As for the uncertainty factors,
they were identified as when they were assigned group work, higher quality research,
and when more time was needed to complete online activities.
2.2.4.3 Student Views Towards Blended Learning
st

The 21 century educators face many challenges in terms of technology use,
technology implantation become a virtual learning tool. Nowadays, internet is
available for almost all people, thus students can access it not only in school, but in
home as well by either laptop or personal smartphone. Several studies have suggested
that students’ views are an important element in learning. A study with a mixedmethods research paradigm conducted by Enriquez on students’ perceptions on the
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effectiveness of the use of EDMODO as a supplementary tool for learning show a lot
of interesting findings. Generally, the findings from the collected data declared that
majority of participants (200 college students) considered EDMODO as an effective
supplementary tool for their learning (Enriquez, 2014). In a study by BakarNordin &
Alias (2013) in studying the student perceptions in using blended learning in a history
class found that the students had positive perceptions towards the blended course
design. The researchers used a mixed method approach on four Grade 9 classes, 2 of
which were experimental classes and the other 2 were control classes. The
experimental group were subjected to both face-to-face instruction and online learning
activities where they communicated and collaborated with another through short
discussions and assignments. The researchers collected data throughout the course
which consisted of semi-structured interviews and classroom observations. It was
found that there was more participation of students through the discussion forum in
the online component. The student felt motivated and engaged when using the blended
learning approach and felt that history moved from being facts to becoming ‘alive’.
They felt they had an opportunity to state their opinions and disagree to historical
events which allowed them to be more active.
In a similar setting to the UAE, Al-Harbi & Alshumaimeri (2016) used
EDMODO to upload videos were students went to before the start of each lesson to
allow active learning opportunities with Saudi EFL secondary school students. The 20
students in the experimental group were also asked to complete collaborative and
competitive tasks in groups using EDMODO. The 23 students in the control group
received only face-to-face interactions. The students were asked to respond to a
questionnaire and semi-structured interview questions to show their attitudes and
perceptions towards this strategy. The students had a positive affinity towards
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EDMODO and they believed that the strategy encouraged their autonomy, impacted
their learning positively and enhanced their communication. In a university Indonesian setting, 40 students participated in a blended learning setting incorporating
EDMODO (Dewi, 2014). Students participated in this course for 6 weeks at 100
minutes per week with additional tasks and discussions occurring after the university
time. The students were then interviewed and surveyed to explore their perceptions of
using this blended learning model. They were found to have positive attitudes
explaining that EDMODO allowed them to interact with their peers and teachers and
also to be exposed to the English Language course. They participated more vehemently
and were actively engaged in the learning process.

2.3 History of EDMODO
EDMODO is a closed social network which is established in 2008 by Jeff
O’Hara and Nic Borg. The main goal of EDMODO at that time was to create an online
learning environment for both teachers and students to facilities sharing ideas,
feedback and assignments (Khodary, 2017). This site became well known worldwide
in the last few years.
EDMODO has attracted the attention of teachers and students as a safe learning
platform to communicate and collaborate with one another to share and exchange
information by using any device with Internet access. It is considered as an effective
tool in supporting students’ involvement in activities (Sanders, 2012). It has also been
known to improve students’ engagement in their courses to enhance their educational
outcomes and to help them achieve positive attitudes towards learning (Imlawi, 2013).
It is a useful tool that can improve students’ learning of English (Majid, 2011).
Moreover, it has been used by researchers to develop students’ learning of language
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skills. An example is Gardner’s study (2013) which revealed that EDMODO can be
used in writing composition classrooms to develop writing through peer review.

2.4 Inclusion of EDMODO/Blended Learning in Education
Among the huge number of available educational applications, the use of
EDMODO as an online tool to enhance the students’ writing skills is inspired by many
researchers. EDMODO has become popular worldwide especially in the educational
field. EDMODO was established in 2008, as a closed educational social network. It
was founded by Jeff O’Hara and Nic Borg who intended to assist teachers and students
to increase collaboration, share ideas, assignments and events online using a free, safe
and private learning environment. In their website they claim that EDMODO was
created to bring education into a 21st century environment effortlessly (website).
EDMODO is a powerful tool in the teachers’ hand and is simple to use because the
site is supported in several languages like English, French, Chinese and Japanese, thus
educators can select a preferred language to manage their accounts effortlessly.
EDMODO can be used as a tool for differentiation in the classroom, also it can
be used as a tool for collaboration by allowing online discussions, sharing and
exchanging information. In a study by Balasubramanian, Jaykumar and Fukey (2014),
285 students were surveyed about the impact of EDMODO on student engagement
and responsible learning. It was found that students preferred using EDMODO for the
resources that the platform presents to them including support and communication
through forums, discussions and online activities. They also added that they found that
the platform allowed them to enjoy working on their courses.
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In another study by Kathiri (2014), 42 secondary school female students were
also subjected to EDMODO to study their perceptions and challenges about the digital
platform. After using the platform, the students had a more highly positive attitude
towards English Foreign language learning. It was found that students in the
experimental group ad more positive attitudes towards EFL learning than students in
the control group. Students also perceived EDMODO as a platform that enhances their
learning through pedagogical purposes. Students portrayed this by agreeing 100% to
the statements like ‘EDMODO helps me acquire new English vocabulary’, EDMODO
complements classroom teaching and learning and EDMODO promotes the
effectiveness of EFL instruction at the secondary stage’.
In a study of 42 high school chemistry students in the United States, it was
found that the use of EDMODO encouraged student engagement and responsible
learning when EDMODO was used in the classroom (K’Shaun, 2012). Okumura
(2016) also stated that EDMODO had an opportunity to enhance the development of
the students’ communicative competence and enabled the instructor to acknowledge
the importance of authentic opportunities to use English with this new technology. In
another study done by Al-Said (2015), 27 students at University level were surveyed
about their perceptions about the incorporation of EDMODO in Saudi Arabia. The
students indicated that EDMODO increased their communication effectiveness and it
also saved time.
In an investigation done by Purnawarman and Sundayana (2016), they aimed
at studying how EDMODO in a blended learning setting facilitated student
engagement and the students’ perception of the digital platform. The researches
focused on the writing skill and specifically Genre-based approaches. The
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investigation occurred in an 11th Grade setting in Indonesia with 17 participants using
a case study approach (qualitative). It was found that through observations, document
analysis, interviews and questionnaires students favored the use of EDMODO. The
researchers claim that EDMODO facilitates student engagement during the classroom
sessions that use EDMODO. Although the results show promising impact, however
the study was done over a limited time (1 month), hence to ensure the generalizability
of these results, a longer period might show other factors.
In a study aimed at the use of EDMODO in creating an online learning
community for teachers, 58 pre-service primary teachers participated in this study
(Ekici, 2017). The teachers had positive results about the use of EDMODO. The
research was done through a case study design and included the teachers sharing their
activities needed to teach science. This further supports the notion of using EDMODO
in Education generally and not limited to only the use of students. The teachers found
that EDMODO affects them positively on their pedagogical knowledge by allowing
them to share their opinion and providing constructive feedback on their lesson plans
and activities. The teachers also mentioned that they found EDMODO had a positive
effect on their ability to use technology. They specifically discussed that they learned
how to use a mobile application in a teaching course. 82% of the teachers also agreed
that the use of EDMODO had a positive effect on collaboration and communication
between them. This study can be a direct analogy to the use of EDMODO in a students’
setting as the pre-service teachers are still considered as “Education Students”.
Some studies focus on using EDMODO to improve specific learning skills
such as writing and listening. In a research conducted by Ramírez (2015) about using
EDMODO to improve writing skills for grade eight students. The researcher used class
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observation, surveys and interview to teachers and students to know the difficulties
and deficiencies that they are facing while using EDMODO platform. The results of
analyzing the data of these instruments showed both teachers and students create good
learning environment and experience with EDMODO and technology. Moreover, 60%
of the participates agree that the implementation (EDMODO) platform enables the
development of new methods of teaching and learning in an interactive way. Finally,
59% of the participate strongly agree that using EDMODO helps you to improve and
develop good writing skills.
2.4.1 Challenges of Use of EDMODO in Education
In various studies done on the application of EDMODO, the challenges of
using EDMODO were explored. In a study by Al-Said (2015), students’ perception
levels were investigated in a university setting in Saudi Arabia. The study aimed at
exploring and identifying the barriers of applying EDMODO. These identified were
linked to technological difficulties including low mobile battery and storing large files
in mobile devices. In another study in Saudi Arabia, in an English Foreign Language
female secondary school setting, 42 participants were taught using EDMODO in a sixweek module. The challenges include the small-size of the screen being used and the
slow speed of the internet when using EDMODO Mobile, and the absence of trouble
shooting skills in the application (Khathiri, 2015). These agree to the prior study about
technological difficulties.
In a study by Purnawarman and Sundayana (2016), students identified
bandwidth, confusion in using EDMODO, incompatibility of smartphone applications,
and students’ lack responsibilities for learning. The 17 students from Indonesia
underwent observations, interviews, document analysis and questionnaires. They
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responded and gave their perceptions based on the Uses and Gratification Theory
(UGT) framework. As for pre-service teachers, they identified internet access as the
main source of limitations when using EDMODO (Ekici, 2017). The teachers are from
a Turkish setting and at that time, EDMODO did not support the Turkish language and
hence, was identified as the second limitation. In a study by Dewi (2014), students
using EDMODO in an English for Foreigners (EFL) class found that amongst the
challenges they identified were the internet connection. They also reiterated that the
teachers must be effective content developers to promote interaction and collaboration
through the platform.
2.4.2 EDMODO and Student Interest and Engagement
The effect of using an online platform on students’ interest and engagement
has been studied using many applications including EDMODO. Engaging students
deepens their understanding of content and allows students to enjoy their learning and
increases their activity in the learning processes. In a study by Cruz and Cruz (2013),
186 students enrolled in a biological sciences course, using both Facebook and
EDMODO online social networks (blended learning). The students were surveyed and
findings indicated that the students had improved their engagement. This in turn,
enhanced their experiences and improved their learning. The study itself gave a good
indication about the preferences of the students with regards to student engagement. It
also used a full semester implementation period; however, the study of the academic
performance impact can further strengthen the results of the study. This is also
corroborated a study done by Imlawi (2013), which used a survey and a quasiexperimental approach, students’ engagement was increased when using this platform.
In a study of the students’ attitudes towards learning science while using an online
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collaboration platform (EDMODO), 24 students from an environmental science class
of both Grade 9 and 10 favored the use of EDMODO. The students underwent 2 webquests and were not only studied with regards to their perception, they were also
studied using rubrics of how they engage in online collaboration platforms. The quality
and quantity of their posts were analyzed using the Educationally Valuable Talk /
Educationally Less valuable talk (EVT / ELVT) and the Evaluating Students Online
Discussions (EOD) rubrics. The students’ engagement throughout the course and
views the online learning platform incorporation favorably and the students’
discussions through EDMODO, progresses diversely throughout the course. The
students perceived EDMODO as a student friendly environment that encourages
student learning (Olson, 2014).
Increasing student interest and motivation within their learning is beneficial
because it allows students to be mentally ready to learn. There are studies that explored
the use of EDMODO and how it has impacted their engagement and motivation in
their learning process. According to Robin (2008), many educators and policy makers
pointed that motivation is a critical ingredient for learning and there are many research
studies that demonstrate increases in students’ motivation while using technologies.
He added that teachers should design and conduct effective ways to motivate them
with the help of multimedia technologies. In a study by Nee (2014), it was found that
using EDMODO increased students’ achievement in Biology. The researchers
attributed this to the increase in interest and motivation with the students’ reason. Nee
used an explanatory-mixed-methods design where quantitative data was collected first
and then was proceeded with qualitative data through interviews. The sample was 140
students from 3 high school biology courses in Malaysia. The sample was randomly
selected for either the control or experimental group. Students felt that using
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EDMODO got rid of their boredom by providing them with a more hands-on approach.
They also felt that they were more involved in the learning process (active) instead of
being a passive listener. They also believed that using EDMODO allowed was much
more interesting than learning from textbooks and lectures. The researchers stated that
interest and motivation in learning as the primary source of difference between control
and experimental groups.
Komara and Ramdani (2016) also studied the motivation students through
EDMODO. They distributed questionnaires to 50 EFL students about EDMODO.
They found that the students were motivated in achieving affective, cognitive,
integrative social relationships and task goals. As for Hastomo (2016), he studied the
effectiveness of using EDMODO to teach writing viewed from motivation of the
students. The researcher used an experimental design with an experimental and control
group in high school. The classes themselves were divided into low and high
motivation groups. A writing test and a motivation test were administered and were
analyzed statistically. It was found that EDMODO had an effective impact on writing
and the students in the high motivation group performed better than the students in the
low motivation group.
2.4.3 EDMODO and Social and Integrative Collaboration
Collaboration is one of the 21st century skills that institutions around the world
are trying to teach students. This skill allows students to communicate and work within
teams which is important in their career and communities. It is also part of the Student
Competency Framework (SCF) for the United Arab Emirates. In an explorative study
by Gan, Menkhoff & Smith (2015) they explored interactive digital media platforms
and how they enhance students learning platform through collaboration opportunities.
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The researchers used a university setting and utilized EDMODO as the interactive
platform an Asian setting. They found that this collaborative tool can support learners
in their collaborative project tasks. They also help the students to use these
collaborative techniques to develop key competencies with the support of their
classmates. This tool was also found to engage students and allowed them to tackle
any learning challenges they faced through their project by collaborating with their
peers. In another study by Gushiken (2013), EDMODO was used to organize a high
school service club. It was found that the collaborative platform, EDMODO helped
the students to communicate easily and organize the service club effectively. Contrary
to the general idea of using this collaborative tool and its positive impact on learning,
in a study by Wendt & Rockinson-Szapkiw (2014), they studied the effect of online
collaboration on middle school science students’ misconceptions’. They used a quasiexperimental design with the control group using collaborative techniques but in a face
to face setting and the experimental group using EDMODO. It was found that students
that were in the experimental group had an increase in their misconception. This shows
that it may have a negative impact on the understanding of students. Hence, researchers
should test if this resource may have negative impacts and how to overcome them. In
a study of students’ interaction in EDMODO at the undergraduate level in Malaysia,
it was found that amongst 42 students, 1201 postings were made (Zain, Sahimi, Hanafi,
Halim & Alias, 2016) expository postings, the next one was higher order interactions
(explanatory and cognitive). As for the exchanges, the dominant type was from student
to group and then from student to student and the least was from student to lecturer.
In a study by Nee (2014), EDMODO was found to increase communication
and interactivity within a Biology course where 140 students were enrolled across 3
schools. The students used the alternative communication options in the platform
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including text and chat. They felt that using EDMODO allowed them to tailor their
own needs when speaking to their classmates. In a study by Coelho, Galante and Pires
(2016), 3 settings were used to explore the impact of using EDMODO in an English
for second language learners’ course at university level. The 3 researchers were
teaching English in the United Arab Emirates, Canada and Portugal. The researchers
worked as facilitators and moderators and explained the project to the students. They
introduced tasks that prompted the communication of the students and hence allowing
them to collaborate and develop their language skills. The researchers found that using
EDMODO motivated the students to communicate and can hence have an impact on
the learning progress of students in developing their language skills. All in all, most of
the studies indicated that using EDMODO enhanced the students’ communication and
collaboration skills. In another study that employs a mixed method approach in a case
study setting of 33 students, it was found that the students’ views about using an online
component in their course increased their engagement (Wong, 2014). The students are
at university level and are primary pre-service mathematics teachers that were
surveyed about their perception of using an online component in their course. They
also agree with this pedagogy and believe that the use of it in their practice when they
become in-service teachers could prove effective in teaching mathematics.
In a study by Fryer (2016), studied collaborative learning through EDMODO
in a Geography class. Students were placed in small groups of similar abilities and set
an exam-style question based on a photograph. They then answer the questions,
improve a peer’s answer and then mark and suggest improvement (feedback) of the
answer. The students are also given a pre-EDMODO questionnaire where only 26%
of the students expressed that digital platforms would help the class and homework
tasks. The students’ responses were increased to 80% after using EDMODO. They
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further enunciated that they liked the clarity of deadlines of homework, marking online
and better accessibility. Gushiken (2013) also studied EDMODO’s promotion of
communication in a high school service club setting. He used a pre and post-test
design, 80% of the students showed improvement in their skills and specifically in
using collaborative and communication skills.
2.4.4 The Efficiency of EDMODO
The efficiency of using EDMODO has been explored in many studies, in
different education cohorts and different factors that it has impacted. One of the main
21st century skills that has also been explored is Independent Learning. Independent
Learning is a 21st century skill that is used in the Student Competency Framework
(SCF) of the United Arab Emirates in Education. Students are expected to start
independently initiating a range of simple and complex activities and tasks to advance
their knowledge, understanding and skills (ADEC, 2014). In a study by Khodary
(2017), 45 students in Saudi Arabia were part of a quasi-experimental study of using
EDMODO to develop their Self – Directed Learning (SDL). It was found after post –
testing, that EDMODO supported student’s involvement in activities and tasks,
enhanced learning outside of the regular classroom, and self-disciplined students to
complete their own tasks by giving them more confidence. The researchers found that
there was a significant difference in the means before and after using EDMODO and
hence, allowed students to become more SD learners allowing them to organize,
accomplish and complete learning independently. Moreover, Charoenwet &
Christensen (2016), investigated the effects of EDMODO on their perception towards
EDMODO and Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) behaviors were also examined. Pre and
Post-test was administered and self-reported surveys about SRL and student
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perceptions were also administered at the end of the course. Data analysis of both the
assessment and the surveys showed that EDMODO improved SRL behaviors and
learning performance of the students. Additionally, the students had a positive
perception towards EDMODO.
Another aspect of efficiency that EDMODO has been explored about, is
writing performance. In a study by Shams-Abadi, Ahmadi and Mehrdad (2015), the
effect of EDMODO on EFL writers’ performance was studied. 40 female advancedlevel students that were attending an institute were part of the study. The students were
selected as being part of the experimental or control group equally. Both groups
received the same strategy of teaching and learning in writing. However, the
experimental group uploaded their assignments on EDMODO and received and
provided recasts during 12 sessions. The students received feedback from their
instructor and other students. They also shared links and resources to each other. Both
groups underwent a pre and post-test based on the International English Language
Testing System (IELTS). The writing samples were scored based on the rubrics from
the IELTS assessment. It was found that the experimental group (using EDMODO)
outperformed the control group. Fauzi (2017) also explored the effect of EDMODO
on students writing skills and specifically in recount text. 9 higher ability students in a
high school class in Indonesia, underwent a pre and post-test to assess their writing
skills in recount text after using EDMODO. It was found that there a significant
difference and hence, the use of EDMODO did affect the students’ writing skills
positively. Although the sample size was small, the researchers indicate that the study
can be further developed and implemented on a larger sample size, however it indicates
the need to maximize the use of digital tools in learning.
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In another study about EDMODO, a group of 200 students received free online
coaching on EDMODO after college hours (Prakash, Kiran & Naidu, 2018). After
evaluating their performance before and after the one-on-one intervention, there was a
statistically significant change in their performance. Bicen (2015) studied the effect of
EDMODO on Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL). Students attended
lessons using EDMODO, exchanged ideas and developed their projects, concurrently,
Bicen conducted a questionnaire before and after the students used EDMODO. The
students found that EDMDO improved their learning and strengthened their
communication with each other and was entertaining to use. Furthermore, Al-Naibi,
Al-Jabri and Al-Kalbani (2018), performed action research to measure the
effectiveness of integrating EDMODO in students’ writing performance in an EFL
classroom at university level. 25 students performed a first writing and then underwent
3 lesson plans explicitly in writing including quizzes, discussions and activities on
EDMODO. The students then wrote a second writing and showed statistically
improvement in their writing. They then filled out a post-treatment questionnaire
which showed they had positive perceptions towards using EDMODO specifically in
language learning. However, the study was done on a small sample and in a short
period of time. It can only be used as an indication study to further explore the use of
EDMODO in paragraph writing.
Critical Thinking is also a 21st century skill that is used in the Student
Competency Framework (SCF) of the United Arab Emirates in Education (ADEC,
2014). In a study by Sari, Susanto & Indah (2014), Project Based Learning (PBL) is
used as a strategy using EDMODO as a resource to promote critical thinking in an
Indonesian English Foreign Language Class. Students were highly motivated to use an
online platform. The students were found to develop their critical thinking skills
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through the implementation of the Project Based Learning (PBL). Moreover,
EDMODO acted as a platform that promoted the PBL projects and collaboration
amongst the students.
Another aspect related to efficiency is feedback. As mentioned previously
many of the studies enunciated an improvement in skills or a motivation to use
EDMODO due to its promotion of feedback effectively (Khodary, 2017, Ekici, 2017
and Fryer, 2016). In a study by Gardner (2013), peer feedback (review) is investigated
when using EDMODO in a writing class. The researcher asks students about the
effectiveness of EDMODO in facilitating peer review activities in a survey. Most of
the students’ rate EDMODO as highly effective in this aspect. The researcher also
analyzed the percentages of comments categories and found that amongst the most
reviewed category in general, followed by grammar/editing and supportive comments.
It is concluded that further studies of the feedback impact on students when using any
online collaborative tool should be further studied.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the researcher reviewed some of the literature relevant to this
study. The researcher began by discussing the theoretical framework that is based on
the Social Constructivism Theory as well as a newer theory which is the Online
Collaboration Theory. The researcher then expanded the framework by presenting
studies about the requirement of technology integration in education, blended learning,
implications of using blended learning, studies about the incorporation of blended
learning in the UAE, and student perception studies towards blended learning. The
researcher then briefly summarized and explained the history of EDMODO.
Furthermore, the researcher discussed the studies related to the inclusion of EDMODO
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in education and consequently stated the findings of studies with regards to the three
categories of the questionnaire. The three categories include student interest and
engagement when using EDMODO, Social and Integrative Collaboration as a result
of the use of EDMODO and the efficiency of EDMODO. The researcher also explored
studies related to the challenges in the use of EDMODO.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter will discuss the methodological procedures used to find answers
to the research questions of the study. Specifically, it included the research design, a
description of the participants and how they are selected, the instrument and its
validation procedures as well as the design of the study, the data collection procedures,
and data analysis. The researcher concludes with a brief summary of the key ideas
discussed in this chapter.

3.2 Introduction
The study explored the use of ninth-grade Emirati students in a public school
in Al Ain, UAE of EDMODO. The four research questions that guided the study were
the following:
1) What do Emirati ninth grade students report on their using of EDMODO and
what challenges do they face?
2) How do Emirati ninth grade students view their use of EDMODO?
3) How are students’ actual practices manifested in using EDMODO?
4) Are there any variations among the students’ self-report, their views and
their actual practices regarding the use of EDMODO in their learning?

3.3 Research Design
The researcher employed an explanatory sequential mixed method design to
collect the data. Creswell and Clark (2011) stated that the combination of both
quantitative and qualitative results support an in depth understanding of the research
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problems. They further indicated that the usage of both methods allows the researcher
to employ two forms of data, numbers and words and use observation and recording
skills. These authors suggested that the mixed method approach prevents any
limitations that can occur from using quantitative or qualitative data separately.
The researcher conducted three phases, the first was a quantitative phase where
the questionnaire answered the question surrounding the views of the students in the 3
categories: Student interest and Engagement Social and Integrative Collaboration and
the efficiency of using EDMODO and it also answered the challenges that students
may face. The second was the qualitative phase where the researcher conducted
interviews with 11 of the students. The data obtained from these interviews enabled
the researcher to explain and understand the quantitative data. The third phase, was the
document analysis where the researcher analyzes screenshots of the students’
participation on EDMODO, this phase was used to answer the third research question.
Additionally, both the qualitative data and quantitative data were crucial to answer the
fourth research question.

3.4 Participants
The participants of this study are from an Al Ain public school in the Al Ain
region in the United Arab Emirates. The sampling was based on convenience, as the
researcher was conducting the study with her students. As per Aiken (1997),
convenience samples are purposive and hence, they provide insight into the context
that the researcher would like to study.
In the first phase, all the students from Grade 9 Emirati Public School were
selected (n = 97) and were given the questionnaire after the usage of EDMODO for
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14 weeks. The second phase which includes the individual interviews were conducted
with the students based on their preference (n = 11). As for the third phase, the
researcher analyzed all the participation of the students on EDMODO and documented
them using screenshots. The three of the phases answered the first, second and third
research question respectively. As for the fourth question, the researcher used both the
quantitative and qualitative data that was gathered from all phases.
3.4.1 Description of the Participants
For this research, the sample size consisted of 97 female students. All students
participating in this study are English Foreign Language (EFL) learners in Grade 9 age
from 13 and 14. All the participants were locals from the United Arab Emirates. The
participants had different abilities in the English subject and computer level. From the
participants, 11 students agreed to be part of the interviews. Below is a description of
those participants’ profiles.
3.4.2 Descriptive Profiles of the Interview Participants
Below is a descriptive profile of the 11 participants who took part in the
interviews. These participants are given pseudonyms for confidentiality purposes.
1. Sara. Sara is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a public
school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her learning
portfolio.
2. Amna. Amna is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a public
school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her learning
portfolio.
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3. Alyazia. Alyazia is 14 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
4. Hamda. Hamda is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
5. Shamma. Shamma is 14 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
6. Sheikha. Sheikha is 14 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
7. Metha. Metha is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
8. Khawla. Khawla is 14 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of on-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
9. Yasmine. Yasmine is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of below-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
10. Mariam. Mariam is 14 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of below-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.
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11. Noura: Noura is 13 years old. She is an Emirati ninth-grade student in a
public school in Al Ain, who is of below-level ability in English based on her
learning portfolio.

3.5 Instrumentation
The method of quantitative data collection that was used is a questionnaire (see
appendix A) that was designed to answer the first research question and is based on
the three categories: Student Interest and Engagement, Social and Integrative
Collaboration and the Efficiency of using EDMODO. It also presents the views of
students regarding the challenges and limitations they may face when using
EDMODO. The questionnaire was adapted from a study done in Saudi Arabia to an
EFL Classroom by Al Kathiri (2014) and from a study about student perceptions in
Taibah University in KSA by Al-Said (2015). It consisted of 4 parts; the first part was
about the Efficiency category and consisted of 9 items. The second part was about the
Social and Integrative Collaboration category and consists of 8 items. The third part
was about the Challenges and Limitations that students may face when using
EDMODO and consists of 9 parts and the fourth part was about Interest and Enjoyment
category and consists of 10 items.
The researcher followed both the questionnaires from Al Kathiri (2014) and
Al-Said (2015) and used a Likert Type Scale which included: 1= Strongly Disagree;
2=Disagree; 3=Neutral; 4=Agree; 5=Strongly Agree. Before beginning the
questionnaire, an opening page explaining that this questionnaire is anonymous
because of the sensitivity of responses will be provided. The question part of the
questionnaire includes Likert-type questions about EDMODO. This section was
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measured using a 5-point Likert type scale from “Strongly agree” to “Strongly
disagree”.
The second research instrument was the semi-structured individual interview
(Appendix B). The interview questions used in the current study sought to deepen the
data about the perceptions of the students when using EDMODO. They aimed to elicit
the students’ views about EDMODO in general, communication, enjoyment when
using EDMODO, and challenges / limitations of using EDMODO. The interviews
helped the researcher gather qualitative data to answer the second research questions
and the third research question.
Kvale (2007) describes seven steps when planning and conducting an
interview. In the first step, he produces the themes and questions that the researcher
will be exploring during the interview. This stage is directly linked to the purpose of
the study and influences the outcome of the interview. The second stage includes
designing the interview, in this stage, the interviewer must use a specific technique
that is needed to obtain the data. Additionally, the interviewer decides or asks the
participants if they would like to be part of the interview and hence, assigns the number
of interviews that will take place.
The third stage is the conducting of the interview (Kvale, 2007). The researcher
first scripts the interview guide including sequencing the questions covered during the
interview. The interview starts by informing the participants about the purpose of the
interview and the recording tools that will be used. Consequently, the fourth stage is
the transcription phase where the researcher writes down all that was said during the
interview. The researcher here also starts to analyze the themes as he/she listens.
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The fifth stage involves continually questioning and checking the interview
findings to attain the validity of the interview. As for the reliability, the researcher is
based on whether the interview would give similar answers as they did during the
interviews. The sixth and final stage is when the researcher chooses the way he/she
will be presenting the findings and reports the interviews.
The third research instrument was a second qualitative method that analyzes
student practices (Appendix C). The researcher reviewed all the students’ practices
and performed a screenshot. She then analyzed the screenshots and presented them in
a table to show the activity of the students. The analysis was done across the categories
of efficacy, social participation, enjoyment and challenges. Flick (2014) explains that
analyzing documents enriches the data collected by critically paying attention to the
document in various media. Hence, this tool allowed the researcher to analyze and
support the quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis using documents analysis of
the participation of the students through their posts on EDMODO.

3.6 Data Collection
The data was collected during a period of 14 weeks (1 academic term) during
the academic year 2017 – 2018. The data collection was completed in three phases.
The first phase includes conducting the questionnaire after EDMODO was used for 14
weeks. The second phase which is the interview phase, of the data collection was
conducted after the completion of the questionnaire. The third phase was the document
analysis which is show students actual practice in EDMODO during the 14 weeks.
During the interviews the researcher followed the recommendations of Kvale
(2007) and defined the purpose of the interview, engaged the students by asking
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questions and by prompting them by verbal and nonverbal feedback. The researcher
also allowed appropriate time for the students to express their opinions safely and
checked their reliability and validity by asking repetitively and summarizing the points
that were given to the researcher.
All interviews were completed in a systematic way, and (n = 11) were all done
individually and were recorded, transcribed and placed in themes by thematic analysis.
The researcher also reassured the students continuously that their opinions and
perceptions do not affect them in the course and that they were confidential.
The document analysis was completed by the selection from the students’ posts
to show the participation in EDMODO. This was done by screenshotting their posts,
activities, feedback and private massages. Subsequently, she selected screenshots were
analyzed into themes related to the categories of the questionnaire and interviews. This
process was completed based on the process recommendations of Flick (2014).

3.7 Data Analysis
The data was analyzed for both the quantitative and qualitative instruments.
Before considering any data, a screening method of the data was conducted to ensure
that it is completed.
A. Analysis of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire was analyzed using descriptive data. The researcher used the
statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS) to complete this analysis. The mean of
each of the categories as well as the standard deviation was calculated and presented.
The data was summarized into tables to portray their meaning. Table 3 showed the
means and standard deviations of all of the categories of the questionnaire. Table 8
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showed all of the questionnaire items and their means and standard deviations; they
were portrayed in descending form. Tables 4, 5 and 6 included the means and standard
deviations in descending form of the Interest & Enjoyment, Efficiency, Social and
Integrative categories respectively.
B. Analysis of the Interviews
The researcher attempted to recognize patterns within the interview as part of
the thematic analysis (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). The interviews were done
in Arabic language to elicit more information from the students, furthermore, all the
interviews were audio tape-recorded and then transcribed in English (Appendix C).
After completing the interview and transcribing the data, the researcher first validated
her data by asking the questions repetitively and summarizing the perceptions of the
student and asking her to confirm. The researcher then moved to the next step of
finding the themes within the interviews.
The researcher invited a panel of experts to help find the themes within the
transcripts including a teacher, a principal and an education professor. The experts
applied the meaning condensation method (Kvale, 2007) to read the interviews as a
whole and find a general meaning. Consequently, the researcher and experts
pinpointed repetitive phrases including ‘I enjoyed EDMODO’; ‘I did not face any
challenges’; and ‘It helped me get feedback from my teacher’. To finalize, the
researcher placed the findings in themes.
C. Analysis of the Documents
The researcher attempts to support both the questionnaire and the interviews
by analyzing the screenshots. As per Flick (2014), document analysis is the qualitative
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gathering of documents to analyze their content by using multiple media outlets. The
researcher analyzed the students’ participation through posts, private messages,
feedback and activities. The researcher then placed the analysis into themes that
include: efficacy, social, enjoyment and challenges. These are portrayed in Table 9.

3.8 Instrument Validation Procedures
3.8.1 Validity
Validity is known as the extent to which the instrument measures what it is
supposed to measure. Construct and content validity are regarded as the most
important aspect of any instrument (Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2011). It is therefore
important to make sure that the construct and the content validity are appropriate for
the purpose of this study.
The researcher established the validity of the instruments, by triangulating the
data obtained from the questionnaire, interviews and screenshots to find answers to the
research questions. To establish the content and construct validity of the questionnaire,
they were tested for construct and content validity aspects by obtaining expert opinions
from a panel of professionals in the education sector that include Education professors
and the School Principal and Vice Principal. Reviewers were asked to provide
comprehensive feedback of the instrument in relation to the factors and how the
content and construct are suitable and appropriate to the study. The feedback was
carefully examined and necessary modifications were done to the original
questionnaire: changing the order of the items, rewriting some of the items for clarity
of sentence structure and replacing irrelevant items with more relevant items.
Furthermore, the researcher’s advisor revised the questionnaire base on the feedback
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given by the reviewers. Finally, the researcher read over the questionnaire to ensure
the accuracy of the content and the language of the questionnaire items.
As for the interview, the validity was also established by reviewing it by the
same panel of experts. The panel suggesting deleting repeating questions and
clarifying the questions. The researcher also continuously checked with the
participants about their answers and summarized the points and asked them to verify
them.
3.8.2 Reliability
Reliability is defined as the extent of accuracy of the instrument. That is the
degree to which the instrument consistently measures what it is supposed to measure
(Gay, Mills, and Airasian, 2011). In this study, there are two instruments. The
questionnaire was tested to identify Cronbach’s Alpha reliability degree of
significance. The author found the Cronbach Alpha value at 0.79 (see Table 1). This
is consistent with the statement with Gay, Mills, and Airasian (2011) that the value
should be between 0 and 1. As for the internal consistency reliability of the
questionnaire items, the means of the categories ranged between 0.72 and 0.84. As for
the interview, the participants were continuously checked of the accuracy of their
responses. The researcher found that the participants were consistent in answering.
Table 1: Cronbach's Alpha Reliability
Category

Cronbach’s Alpha

N of Items

Interest & Enjoyment

0.84

10

Efficiency

0.79

9

Social & Integrative

0.72

8

All Items

0.79

27
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3.9 Ethical Considerations
The researcher addressed the ethical considerations in the study by clarifying
to the participants that their participation was voluntary. The questionnaire had
opening statements that explained the purpose of the study and enunciated its
importance. Furthermore, the researcher explained to the participants that their names
will not be used and would remain confidential by consent letter. They were also
assured that no bias will be taken upon them in any way including marking. (Appendix
A). In addition, the researcher requested approval letter from ADEC to have
permission and access to the school and the sample group at school (Appendix X).

3.10 Summary
The aim of the study was to explore the views of ninth-grade Emirati students
in a public school in Al Ain about their usage of EDMODO. To achieve the aim of the
research, the researcher conveniently conducted a questionnaire with 97 participants.
The study used a mixed method approach to collect quantitative and qualitative data.
The quantitative data that was collected was analyzed with the support of SPSS. As
for the qualitative data, the researcher conducted interviews, transcribed and analyzed
the data into themes of 11 participants. The researcher also analyzed the screenshots
of student participation through feedback, posts, activities and private messages. The
validity of the questionnaire and interview questions was established by consulting a
panel of experts. As for the reliability, it was done by calculating Cronbach’s Alpha
for the questionnaire and consistency checks for the interview.
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Chapter 4: Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the results that pertains to the data that was collected from
this mixed method explanatory sequential design which aimed at exploring the use of
EDMODO as an electronic learning platform by Emirati ninth grade student (n = 97)
who are studying English Language. in the first phase of the study quantitative data
was collected using a questionnaire which was developed based on the purpose of this
study. Additionally, from the original pool a subset of students (n = 11) were
interviewed with regards to EDMODO usage in the classroom.
The purpose of this chapter is to report the study findings related to the research
questions that were posed in this study as follows:
1) What do Emirati ninth grade students report on their using of EDMODO and
what challenges do they face?
2) How do Emirati ninth grade students view their use of EDMODO?
3) How are students’ actual practices manifested in using EDMODO?
4) Are there any variations among the students’ self-report, their views and
their actual practices regarding the use of EDMODO in their learning?
This chapter documents the quantitative and qualitative data collected through
the questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. The quantitative data gathered from
the questionnaire that was used to answer the first questions about the students’ selfreport on using EDMODO as a platform for learning. These data were presented in the
form of tables followed by a detailed description of the results.
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The qualitative data, which was retrieved from interviews with Emirati ninth
Grade students (n = 11), were used to answer the second question about how students
viewed their use of EDMODO. Furthermore, the researcher used the data collected
from the questionnaire and the interviews about EDMODO, to answer the fourth
question which is whether there were any variations among the students’ self-report
and their views regarding their use of EDMODO (Table 2).
Table 2: Research Overview
Research Questions

Data Collection
Methods

Data Analysis Methods

1) What do Emirati ninth
grade students report on
their using of EDMODO
and what challenges do they
face?

Questionnaire

Descriptive Analysis of
the questionnaire.

2) How do Emirati ninth
grade students view their
use of EDMODO?

Interviews

Thematic Analysis of the
interviews.

3) How are students’ actual
practices manifested in
using EDMODO?

Screenshots of the
practices of students on
EDMODO

Document Analysis of
the screenshots.

4) Are there any variations
among the students’ selfreport, their views and their
actual practices regarding
the use of EDMODO in
their learning?

All data collected

Analysis of all data by
comparing them for
variations and
consistencies

(see Table 1 and Tables
3-7)

(see Table 9)

(see Figure 1)
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4.2 Results
Results of Research Question 1: What do Emirati ninth grade students report on their
using of EDMODO and what challenge do they face?
To answer this question, the means of all the questionnaire items were
calculated, the means of all the questionnaire categories were calculated and ranked,
and a detailed analysis of each of the categories was calculated using descriptive
statistics.
Table 3: The Three Categories of the Questionnaire (n = 97)
Category

Mean

SD

Interest & Enjoyment

3.88

1.01

Efficiency

3.59

1.05

Social & Integrative

3.56

1.13

Total Average Mean

3.68

1.06

Table 3 above represents the means and standard deviations of the EDMODO
usage categories. As seen in Table 4, the Interest & Enjoyment category came first
with a mean (M = 3.88, SD = 1.01). The Efficiency category came second (M = 3.59,
SD = 1.05) followed by the Social & Integrative category (M = 3.56, SD = 1.13).
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Table 4: Interest & Enjoyment Views of EDMODO Category (n = 97)
Statement

Mean

SD

1. The posted activities in EDMODO are exciting and useful

4.11

0.84

2. I enjoy interactive activities and discussion with my peers
through EDMODO

4.08

0.85

3. I enjoy receiving my teachers’ comments and feedback
regarding my work in EDMODO

4.06

0.92

4. I enjoyed being assessed through EDMODO

3.91

0.96

5. I enjoy learning English through EDMODO

3.90

0.95

6. I enjoy accessing resources through EDMODO

3.89

0.97

7. I find all learning activities interesting when using
EDMODO

3.83

1.08

8. I like EDMODO because it allows me to learn at my own
time

3.78

1.05

9. I feel more interested learning English through
EDMODO

3.69

1.20

10. I would like to use EDMODO again

3.57

1.23

3.88

1.01

Interest & Enjoyment Mean

Table 4 above indicates the means and standard deviations of the items relates
to students’ views towards the Interest & Enjoyment when using EDMODO. As we
see in Table 4, the overall average mean of the category is (M = 3.88, SD = 1.01). The
means of the items in this category ranged between (M = 4.11, SD = 0.84) and (M =
3.57, SD = 1.23). The items of this category included the following: “The posted
activities in EDMODO are exciting and useful” (M = 4.11, SD = 0.84); “I enjoy
interactive activities and discussion with my peers through EDMODO” (M = 4.08, SD
= 0.85); “I enjoy receiving my teachers’ comments and feedback regarding my work
in EDMODO” (M = 4.06, SD = 0.92); “I enjoyed being assessed through EDMODO”
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(M = 3.91, SD = 0.96); “I enjoy learning English through EDMODO” (M = 3.90, SD
= 0.95); “I enjoy accessing resources through EDMODO” (M = 3.89, SD = 0.97); “I
find all learning activities interesting when using EDMODO” (M = 3.83, SD = 1.08);
“I like EDMODO because it allows me to learn at my own time” (M = 3.78, SD =
1.05); “I feel more interested learning English through EDMODO” (M = 3.69, SD =
1.20) and “I would like to use EDMODO again” (M = 3.57, SD = 1.23).
Efficiency in Using EDMODO
Table 5 shows the mean of students’ views towards the Efficiency of the use
of EDMODO. The Efficiency category had the second highest average mean (M =
3.59, SD = 1.05) and came second after the category related to Interest & Enjoyment.
This category included the following items: “By using EDMODO, I can easily access
different types of digital materials” (M =3.77, SD = 1.15); “Using EDMODO is
helpful in enabling me to learn English” (M = 3.74, SD = 0.89); “Through EDMODO,
I can get immediate feedback” (M = 3.73, SD = 0.88); “Using available materials in
EDMODO prepares me for the class” (M = 3.69, SD = 1.01); “I believe EDMODO
saves time and efforts in learning” (M =3.54, SD = 1.09); “Using EDMODO improves
my computer skills” (M =3.53, SD =1.31); “Through using EDMODO, I become an
independent learner” (M = 3.52, SD = 0.97); “Using EDMODO helps me to be a
critical thinker” (M = 3.51, SD =0.97) and “My language skills improved after using
EDMODO” (M =3.32, SD = 1.15).
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Table 5: Efficiency of Using EDMODO Category (n = 97)
Statement

Mean

SD

3.77

1.15

3.74

0.89

3.73

0.88

3.69

1.01

3.54

1.09

6. Using EDMODO improves my computer skills

3.53

1.31

7. Through using EDMODO, I become an

3.52

0.97

8. Using EDMODO helps me to be a critical thinker

3.51

0.97

9. My language skills improved after using

3.32

1.15

3.59

1.05

1. By using EDMODO, I can easily access different
types of digital materials
2. Using EDMODO is helpful in enabling me to
learn English
3. Through EDMODO, I can get immediate
feedback
4. Using available materials in EDMODO prepares
me for the class
5. I believe EDMODO saves time and efforts in
learning

independent learner

EDMODO
Efficiency Mean

Social and Integration in Using EDMODO
Table 6 shows the students’ views towards the Social & Integrative category.
As seen in Table 6, the mean of this category was (M = 3.56, SD = 1.13). The range
of means in this category are from (M = 4.14, SD = 0.89) to (M = 3.30, SD = 1.23).
The items covered in this category are as follows: “EDMODO enables me to exchange
information with my teacher” (M = 4.14, SD = 0.89); “Exchange of ideas and
information through EDMODO improves my language skills” (M = 3.62, SD = 1.05);
“Collaborating with my classmates through EDMODO helps me to learn better” (M =
3.57, SD = 1.06); “EDMODO requires me to use my IT Skills” (M = 3.54, SD = 0.99);
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“The discussion through EDMODO enhances my relationship with peers” (M = 3.52,
SD = 1.18); “EDMODO helps me to be connected with my classmates” (M = 3.44,
SD = 1.29); “EDMODO helps me to communicate with other students in different
classes within my school” (M = 3.41, SD = 1.32) and “EDMODO allows me to access
materials of other subjects” (M = 3.30, SD = 1.23).
Table 6: Social & Integrative Category (n = 97)
Statement

Mean

SD

1. EDMODO enables me to exchange information with my 4.14

0.89

teacher
2. Exchange of ideas and information through

3.62

1.05

3.57

1.06

4. EDMODO requires me to use my IT Skills

3.54

0.99

5. The discussion through EDMODO enhances my

3.52

1.18

3.44

1.29

3.41

1.32

3.30

1.23

3.56

1.13

EDMODO improves my language skills
3. Collaborating with my classmates through
EDMODO helps me to learn better

relationship with peers
6. EDMODO helps me to be connected with my
classmates
7. EDMODO helps me to communicate with other
students in different classes within my school
8. EDMODO allows me to access materials of other
subjects
Social & Integrative Mean

Challenges of Using EDMODO
The last category is related to the students’ views towards the challenges that
they face when using EDMODO. As seen in Table 7, the total mean of the students’
views towards the challenges is (M = 1.97, SD = 1.16). The average means of the
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items ranged between (M = 1.41, SD = 0.94) and (M = 2.27, SD = 1.21). The items
included in this category are as follows: “I don’t have a computer or a personal device
to access EDMODO at home” (M =1.41, SD =0.94); “My parents do not allow the use
of a computer during school days” (M =1.53, SD =0.98); “I have difficulties dealing
with technological devices” (M =1.89, SD =1.19); “Poor connection and available
network are real challenges for me” (M =1.93, SD =1.14); “I don’t feel comfortable
using my computer skills in my class” (M =2.09, SD =1.33); “Our computers at school
doesn’t work properly all the time” (M =2.22, SD =1.18); “I have difficulties in saving
large files on my device” (M =2.23, SD = 1.32); “The layout of EDMODO is
complicated and confusing to use” (M = 2.24, SD = 1.18; “I find it difficult to discuss
and collaborate through typing” (M = 2.27, SD = 1.21).
Table 7: Challenges in Using EDMODO (n=97)
Statement
1. I don’t have a computer or a personal device to
access EDMODO at home
2. My parents do not allow the use of a computer
during school day
3. I have difficulties dealing with technological
devices
4. Poor connection and available network are real
challenges for me
5. I don’t feel comfortable using my computer
skills in my class
6. Our computers at school don’t work properly all
the time
7. I have difficulties in saving large files on my
device
8. The layout of EDMODO is complicated and
confusing to use
9. I find it difficult to discuss and collaborate
through typing
Challenges Average Mean

Mean
1.41

SD
0.94

1.53

0.98

1.89

1.19

1.93

1.14

2.09

1.33

2.22

1.18

2.23

1.32

2.24

1.18

2.27

.21

1.97

1.6
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The Most and the Least Reported Items in Using EDMODO
Table 8 presents the descriptive analysis of all the items included in the
EDMODO Questionnaire of the students. As seen in Table 8, the total mean of all the
questionnaire categories is (M = 3.70, SD = 1.05). The questionnaire five items with
the highest scores are as follows: “EDMODO enables me to exchange nformation with
my teacher” (M = 4.14, SD = 0.89); “The posted activities in EDMODO are exciting
and useful” (M = 4.11, SD = 0.84); “I enjoy interactive activities and discussion with
my peers through EDMODO” (M = 4.08, SD = 0.85); “I enjoy receiving my teachers’
comments and feedback regarding my work in EDMODO” (M = 4.06, SD = 0.92); “I
enjoyed being assessed through EDMODO” (M = 3.91, SD = 0.96). It is obvious from
Table 8 that 4 out of the 5 items with the highest scores belong to the Interest and
Enjoyment category. The means of the first five items ranged from (M = 4.14, SD =
0.89) to (M = 3.91, SD = 0.96).
The five items with the lowest scores are as follows: “Using EDMODO helps
me to be a critical thinker”; “EDMODO helps me to be connected with my
classmates”; “EDMODO helps me to communicate with other students in different
classes within my school”; “My language skills improved after using EDMODO”;
“EDMODO allows me to access materials of other subjects”. It is clear from Table 8
that 3 out of 5 items with lowest scores belong to the Social & Integrative Category
and 2 out of the 5 items belong to the Efficiency Category. The means of the lowest
five items range from (M = 3.51, SD = 0.97) to (M = 3.30, SD = 1.23).
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Table 8: Whole Questionnaire
Statement
1. EDMODO enables me to exchange information with my
teacher
2. The posted activities in EDMODO are exciting and useful
3. I enjoy interactive activities and discussion with my peers
through EDMODO
4. I enjoy receiving my teachers’ comments and feedback
regarding my work in EDMODO
5. I enjoyed being assessed through EDMODO
6. I enjoy learning English through EDMODO
7. I enjoy accessing resources through EDMODO
8. I find all learning activities interesting when using
EDMODO
9. I like EDMODO because it allows me to learn at my own
pace
10. By using EDMODO, I can easily access different types of
digital materials
11. Using EDMODO is helpful in enabling me to learn English
12. Through EDMODO, I can get immediate feedback
13. Using available materials in EDMODO prepares me for the
class
14. I feel more interested learning English through EDMODO
15. Exchange of ideas and information through EDMODO
improves my language skills
16. I would like to use EDMODO again
17. Collaborating with my classmates through EDMODO helps
me to learn better
18. I believe EDMODO saves time and efforts in learning
19. EDMODO requires me to use my IT Skills
20. Using EDMODO improves my computer skills
21. Through using EDMODO, I become an independent learner
22. The discussion through EDMODO enhances my
relationship with peer
23. Using EDMODO helps me to be a critical thinker
24. EDMODO helps me to be connected with my classmates
25. EDMODO helps me to communicate with other students in
different classes within my school
26. My language skills improved after using EDMODO
27. EDMODO allows me to access materials of other subjects
Overall Mean Average

M
4.14

SD
0.89

4.11
4.08

0.84
0.85

4.06

0.92

3.91
3.90
3.89
3.83

0.96
0.95
0.97
1.08

3.78

1.05

3.77

1.15

3.74
3.73
3.69

0.89
0.88
1.01

3.69
3.62

1.20
1.05

3.57
3.57

1.23
1.06

3.54
3.54
3.53
3.52
3.52

1.09
0.99
1.31
0.97
1.18

3.51
3.44
3.41

0.97
1.29
1.32

3.32
3.30
3.70

1.15
1.23
1.05
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Summary of the Students’ Self-report on EDMODO
To sum up, the results that answered the first research question about the
Emirati ninth grade students’ self-report about using EDMODO which were presented
in Tables 3 through 8. The category that was reported with highest mean was the
Interest & Enjoyment of EDMODO (M = 3.88, SD = 1.01) followed by the Efficiency
of EDMODO (M = 3.59, SD = 1.05) and then the Social & Integrative category (M =
3.56, SD = 1.13). As for Challenges that the students’ faced when using EDMODO,
the average mean was found to be (M = 1.97, SD = 1.16). The item that was report
with the highest mean in the questionnaire was “EDMODO enables me to exchange
information with my teacher” with a mean (M = 4.14, SD = 0.89) while the item with
the lowest response was “EDMODO allows me to access materials of other subjects”
with a mean of (M = 3.30, SD = 1.23).
Second Question: How do Emirati ninth grade students view their use of EDMODO?
The second research question focused on the students’ reports towards the
usage of EDMODO. The data collected to respond to this question was done through
semi-structured interviews of 11 students. The interview questions included general
and specific questions related to the teachers’ views towards EDMODO, the interest
and enjoyment that they felt when using EDMODO, the efficiency of using
EDMODO, the social and integrative aspect of using EDMODO and the challenges
they faced when using EDMODO.
Qualitative data were collected through interviewing 11 ninth Grade students
that had undergone the usage of EDMODO. The researcher attempts to recognize
patterns within the interview as part of the thematic analysis (Fereday and Muir-
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Cochrane, 2006). The researcher interviewed the students in the Arabic Language
using the Emirati dialect, transcribed the interview in Arabic and then translated the
transcription to English.
Four major themes surfaced from the interviews and those themes provided a
framework for reporting the views of the students towards EDMODO. The themes that
emerged were as follows: Efficiency and consolidation of learning through EDMODO,
EDMODO promoted social & integrative collaboration between students, students
enjoyed the multiple spaces of using EDMODO and students had no major challenges
but only technical problems.

1. Efficiency and Consolidation of Learning through EDMODO
An analysis of the transcriptions revealed that the students had a positive view
about EDMODO. Most of the students further explained that the platform was efficient
and allowed them to participate with their classmates and raised their English
Language level. Most of the students also expressed that they were learning new words
and had their spelling corrected.
Sara:

I felt that I learnt new things like new words. For example,
some words that I did not know, I translated using Google
and this also helped me in writing.”

Amna:

Also, it developed our language because there were words
that I did not know before and I wanted to know them so I
translated them to use them and so I learnt new words.”

Alyazia: “I learnt a lot from EDMODO including progressing in the
English Language from my teacher and classmates
including gaining new words.”
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Some students also explained that the platform allows them to give and receive
feedback promptly from both their classmates and teacher. It develops their
communication with their classmates.
Hamda: It is very effective and especially that we have more control
of our grades, especially for my colleagues who don’t
usually participate in the classroom. It allows me and my
colleagues to raise our grades by participating in
EDMODO. The most important thing is when we can make
a presentation that usually no one gives opinions about, but
through EDMODO everyone gave feedback and I did the
same.”
Shamma: Also, the formative feedback was faster and the
communication with the teacher was faster.”

2. EDMODO Promoted Social & Integrative Collaboration among Students
When asked about the communication aspects of EDMODO and if it allows
students to communicate inside and outside of the classroom, most students agreed
that it does. Students viewed that it allowed them to give feedback for each other and
receive feedback from each other and they start discussing inside and outside the
classroom.
Sheikha: “it connects the students from a class together and makes
discussions easier in different topics and gaining different
views from each other.”
Metha:

“It is easy to communicate with the teacher and to get to
know the other classmates and we were able to discuss our
thoughts together.”
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Khawla: “it made communicating with my teacher and classmates
easier. It also gave us new words in English and another
source instead of the teacher. If we were absent or missed
a class or did not understand it was also beneficiary.”

Only 1 student disagrees that EDMODO allows communication and explains
that it is only used for homework.
Yasmine: Our communication is through WhatsApp and Snapchat,
as EDMODO is only for homework.”
Mariam: The most thing I enjoyed are the posts and the assessments
that we can do at home.”

3. The Joy and Multiple Learning Spaces of Using EDMODO
All students agreed that they enjoyed using EDMODO. They explained that
this is based on various reasons including easy to use, immediate feedback,
discussions, benefitting from the assessments.
Shamma: Yes, I did enjoy EDMODO and especially the assessments
that we can complete and the thinks we can all participate
in and benefit from.
Sheikha: Yes, I did enjoy using it. It is easy to use and store files, I
also liked the page and felt that it is easy to navigate. Also,
the formative feedback that was given from the teacher was
fast and easy.
Alyazia: I really enjoyed it, especially when I was benefitting from
my classmates and my teacher.
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4. Students had No Major Challenges but some Technical Problems
Most of the students did not have many challenges or difficulties when using
EDMODO. They either replied that they did not face any challenges or with a simple
“No Challenge”. However, 4 students identified that they had minor technical
difficulties when using EDMODO.
Amna:

“Yes, technical difficulties like when the laptop was not
working and I could not upload posts.”

Khawla: “There were no challenges.”
Hamda: “When I first started using EDMODO there were some
words that I did not know, however I learnt that I could
copy them to Google and translate them and then I started
to learn new words.”

To summarize, the data collected from the interviews revealed that the students
have a positive view about the usage of EDMODO. The students explained that they
preferred the usage of EDMODO in the classroom and were able to identify the
benefits of using EDMODO including communication, discussions and development
of their language skills especially spelling and writing. They found EDMODO to be
efficient and it consolidated learning, it also promoted social and integrative
collaboration amongst students, they enjoyed using the EDMODO multiple spaces of
learning. The students also did not face any major challenges however, they identified
some technical challenges.
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Third Question: How are students’ actual practices manifested in using EDMODO?
The third research question focused on the students’ practices and participation
in EDMODO. The researcher analyzed the posts, discussions, private messages and
feedback of the students. The researcher attempted to categorize the activity of the
students as part of document analysis (Flick, 2014). Students were found to showed
the efficiency of EDMODO through accessing different types of materials, using
EDMODO to improve their grammar, receiving immediate online feedback from their
friends and teacher. They also were found to post their grades, homework, projects and
performing quizzes easily. As for the social category, posts were found where students
share their ideas, events, videos and jokes through EDMODO. They also collaborated
with other classes from ninth grade through discussions and competitions. The students
also exchanged ideas and gave feedback to each other through posts and private
messages. They proceeded to also send private messages to their teachers.
In the enjoyment category, students responded with a ‘like’ on different posts,
posted materials that were non-curricular and responded through ‘emojis’ and writing.
Additionally, they responded to their teacher led polls about their enjoyment
positively. As for the challenges, students resorted to writing in the Arabic Language
(First Language), had technical problems and expressing it by sending a private
message to their teacher. The researcher also found English written communication
problems including grammar, spelling and punctuation.
To gain an overview of the Document Analysis of the screenshots I created
Table 9. This table shows four main categories which are efficacy, social, enjoyment
and challenges. This table is conducted after analyzing the screenshots of students’
activity, assignments, private messages and discussions.
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Table 9: Active Students in EDMODO Exchange (n = 97)
Efficacy

Social

Enjoyment

Challenges

Ability to access
different types of
digital materials
(Appendix F)

Share ideas, social
events, videos and
jokes through
EDMODO
(Appendix K)

Students respond
as a ‘Like’ for
issues they enjoyed
(Appendix P)

Some students
resort to write in
Arabic (Appendix
U)

Using EDMODO
platform to
improve their
grammar

Creating a
collaborative
community among
the students in
three class through
discussions and
competitions
(Appendix L)

Students post
materials for
enjoyment like
videos and jokes
(Appendix Q)

Technical
problems:
Password,
downloading,
accounts
(Appendix V)

Receiving
immediate online
feedback from
their friends and
teachers
(Appendix H)

Exchange ideas
with friends
(Appendix M)

Students write a
response to some
posts expressing
their enjoyment
(Appendix R)

English Written
communication
problems
(Appendix W)

Posting their
grades and
undergoing
quizzes on
EDMODO easily
(Appendix I)

Responding and
giving feedback to
friends’ posts
(Appendix N)

Students respond to
each other and use
‘emojis’ to express
their enjoyment
(Appendix S)

Students post
their homework
and projects
(Appendix J)

Exchanging ideas
with their teacher
through posts and
privately
(Appendix O)

Response to
teacher led polls
about their
enjoyment
positively

(Appendix G)

(Appendix T)
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Fourth Question: Are there any variations between the students’ self-reporting and
their actual views regarding the use of EDMODO in their learning?
There was an overall consistency between students’ responses to the
EDMODO questionnaire and the interviews. The questionnaire revealed that students
find EDMODO to be used for social and integrative purposes with (M = 3.56, SD =
1.13) as the mean. The results from the interviews also revealed that students viewed
EDMODO as a social and integrative platform. This is also consistent with the
students’ practices, which revealed the sharing of ideas, collaboration between the 3
classes and the exchange of ideas between the students and between the students and
their teacher.
Furthermore, the students’ responses to the questionnaire revealed that they
viewed EDMODO as an efficient tool to be used in the classroom and in learning with
a mean of (M = 3.59, SD = 1.05). The qualitative data results from the interviews
supported these quantitative data. During the interviews, all of the students’ (n = 11)
reported that they had used EDMODO positively and that it had been efficient in
learning new words, developing their language, receiving feedback and many more.
The students’ practices included using the platform efficiently too. The students’
received immediate online feedback and completed quizzes and received their grades
from their teacher using EDMODO. The students also posted their homework and
projects easily.
Moreover, the current study also revealed that students’ found EDMODO to
be interesting and they enjoyed their use of EDMODO (M = 3.88, SD = 1.01). All the
students replied to the question about enjoying the platform with a positive answer (n
= 11). The students revealed that numerous reasons were behind this enjoyment
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including completing assessments at home, communicating with the teacher and other
students and reminding them of their homework. They students’ practices also confirm
their enjoyment, the students expressed their enjoyment by clicking ‘like’, using
‘emojis’ or writing expressive words of joy to each other’s posts.
With regards to challenges, most of the students (n = 11) stated that they did
not find challenges when they were using EDMODO. This is consistent with the
questionnaire analysis where the mean of the Challenging questions was low (M =
1.97, SD = 1.16). Also, students did send the teacher private messages about technical
difficulties only which is also consistent with both the questionnaire and the
interviews.
To further analyze the variations or consistency between the quantitative and
qualitative results, a schematic analysis of the results was done. It was portrayed in
Figure 1.
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•
•

•
•

•

Quantitative Results
The highest mean was found in the
Interest & Enjoyment Category (M
= 3.88, SD = 1.01)
The lowest mean was found in the
Social & Integrative Category (M =
3.56, SD = 1.13)
The challenges faced by the
students was low (M = 1.97, SD =
1.16)
The highest mean in the items was
that EDMODO enabled the students
to exchange information with their
teacher (M = 4.14, SD = 0.89)
The lowest mean in the items was
that EDMODO allowed the
students to access materials of other
subjects (M = 3.30, SD = 1.23)

Qualitative Results
• Students agreed that
EDMODO was efficient,
allowing them to participate
with their classmates and
developing their language
level.
• Students expressed that
EDMODO promoted social
and integrative collaboration
between students.
• Students enjoyed EDMODO.
• Students did not identify
major challenges.
• Students actual practices:
social, efficacy and enjoyment

Consistencies
Variations
• EDMODO offers multiple space for
learning
• The only challenge the student faced
regarding the technicalities of using
EDMODO
• EDMODO helps in consolidating
their learning experiences

Figure 1: Mixed Method Interpretation

• Both quantitative and
qualitative showed that
EDMODO was found to be
an efficient platform by the
students.
• Both quantitative and
qualitative data showed that
EDMODO was used for
social integration.
• Both quantitative and
qualitative showed that
EDMODO was enjoyed by
the students.
• Both quantitative and
qualitative showed that there
were no major challenges
identified by the students.
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4.3 Major Summary of the Study Results
This chapter focused on reporting the findings of the study. First results showed
the highest mean was found in the category of the views of students with regards to
the interest and enjoyment of using EDMODO (M = 3.88, SD = 1.01). The students’
lowest viewed category was the Social and Integrative category (M = 3.56, SD = 1.13).
Students views also indicated that easily exchanging information with the teacher,
posting activities that are exciting and useful, enjoying interactive activities and
discussion with their peers, receiving teachers’ comments and feedback regarding their
work and being assessed through EDMODO were the items they enjoyed the most.
As for the students’ views with regards to the interest and enjoyment aspect of
using EDMODO, it was found that the activities were exciting and useful, they enjoyed
interactive activities and discussions with their peers and they also enjoyed receiving
teachers’ comments and feedback regarding their work through EDMODO. The
challenges that were faced by the students had a low mean (M = 1.97, SD = 1.16). The
most faced challenges were found to be difficulty in discussing and collaborating with
others through typing and the layout of EDMODO.
The actual practices that were analyzed from the EDMODO platform through
the screenshot, also confirmed both the quantitative and qualitative data from
interviews. The students showed practices that proved efficacy of the platform
including improving their grammar by accessing different types of digital materials
including ‘Grammarly’. Additionally, they received immediate online feedback from
their teacher and from their friends. The students also completed online quizzes and
received their grades immediately on EDMODO, they also posted their homework and
projects to EDMODO easily. As for the social practices that were found, they included
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the students sharing their ideas and videos together. They also discussed using
EDMODO across the 3 grade nine classes that were participating. The students
exchanged ideas with both their teacher and their friends and responded by giving
feedback to their friends’ posts. The students showed enjoyment by selecting ‘like’ to
each other’s posts and posting materials that included jokes and video. They responded
to each other’s posts through writing about their enjoyment and using ‘emojis’. The
students identified their challenges by sending their teacher private messages about
their inability to access the platform or have technical problems including
downloading and their accounts. The students also showed written mistakes in the
English Language or resorted to writing in Arabic occasionally.
The thematic analysis of the interviews agreed with the quantitative data hence,
there were no variations between the qualitative and quantitative data. Students had
positive views about the efficiency of the usage of EDMODO, they also found that
EDMODO allowed for communication between students, they enjoyed using
EDMODO and they did not identify major challenges when using EDMODO.

Summary of Major Findings
1.

The ninth-grade students reported that they found EDMODO to be first and
foremost interesting and joyful learning experience; Second, they also reported
the it is an efficient platform for learning; and thirdly, they reported that
EDMODO is a social platform and useful integrative tool for their learning
experiences.
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2.

The students reported mostly that EDMODO as an exciting learning tool give
them a platform to interact, receive feedback, get friendly assessment, accessing
resources, learn in their time and pace.

3.

The students reported that EDMODO as an efficient learning tool help them to
access different digital materials, enable them to learn English, getting
immediate feedback, save them time and efforts, becoming independent learners
and critical thinkers

4.

During the interviews, the students found that EDMODO was efficient and it
consolidated their learning. They also viewed EDMODO as a platform to
promote social and integrative collaboration among students. Furthermore, they
enjoyed using the multiple learning spaces of EDMODO.

5.

Students did not view EDMODO as a platform that has major challenges. They
only faced technical challenges such as laptop not working or uploading issues.

6.

The actual practices of the students were found to include efficacy, social
practices, enjoyment and there were some minor challenges.

7.

The quantitative results corroborate the qualitative results by showing that
EDMODO was found to be an efficient platform by the students, it also found to
be a viable toll for social integration, and bring about a lot of joy and no major
challenges were found.

8.

There were no major variations between students self-reporting, their views and
actual practices. The minor variations include: the students indicated that
EDMODO offers them multiple spaces for learning, help them to consolidate
their learning and they expressed that they faced minor technicalities in using
EDMODO.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Recommendations, and Implications
5.1 Introduction
This study explored the Emirati ninth grades students’ views of EDMODO for
learning English. It employed a mixed method research design to explore the views of
the students in a public school in Al Ain. The instruments included using a
questionnaire, individual interviews and document analysis. This chapter includes a
discussion of each of the research questions, implications, and recommendations for
future research.

5.2 Discussion
A) Discussion of Research Question 1: What do Emirati ninth grade students report
on their using of EDMODO and what challenges do they face?
One of the major finding of the study is that Emirati ninth grade students find
EDMODO to be a positive platform to use in their learning. The analysis of the
questionnaire revealed that the overall average of the three categories is high (M =
3.68) which reflects that students have positive perceptions towards EDMODO. The
Interest & Enjoyment category (M = 3.88) ranked first among the questionnaire
categories. The items with the highest score in the Interest & Enjoyment category was
“The posted activities in EDMODO are exciting and useful” and “I enjoy interactive
activities and discussion with my peers through EDMODO” with (M = 4.11) and (M
= 4.08) as the means respectively. These results reflect that the students are enjoying
the activities and find them exciting. It also reflects that they enjoy discussing with
their peers through EDMODO. These results are consistent with the previous studies
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by Enriquez (2004) were students favored the used of EDMODO. Similarly, the study
by Dewi (2014), where students had positive attitudes towards the use of EDMODO.
The Efficiency category came second with (M = 3.59) as the mean for this
category. The items with the highest scores in this category were “By using
EDMODO, I can easily access different types of digital materials” and “Using
EDMODO is helpful in enabling me to learn English” with (M = 3.77) and (M = 3.74)
as the mean scores respectively. This reveals that the students found EDMODO to be
accessible and has different types of digital materials. They also found that EDMODO
enables the students to learn English.
The Social and Integrative category was the category in the questionnaire that
scored the lowest mean (M = 3.56). The items with the highest score in this category
were “EDMODO enables me to exchange information with my teacher” and
“Exchange of ideas and information through EDMODO improves my language skills”
with (M = 4.14) and (M = 3.62) as the means scores respectively. This reflects that the
students found EDMODO as a platform for them to exchange information and
communicate with their teacher and to improve their language skills. These results are
in line with the perception study by Enriquez (2014) where 200 students found
EDMODO to be an effective tool for their learning. Additionally, Al-Harbi and
Alshumaimeri (2016) completed a similar study and found that within the
experimental group, the EFL students from Saudi Arabia found that EDMODO
enhanced their communication and impacted their learning positively. In Indonesia,
students that used EDMODO were also found to be have a positive attitude towards
the platform (Dewi, 2014). They also expressed that it allowed them to interact with
their peers and teachers.
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As for the challenge’s category, it was recorded as (M = 1.97). The highest
items were found to be “I don’t have a computer or a personal device to access
EDMODO at home” and “My parents do not allow the use of a computer during school
days” with (M = 1.41) and (M = 1.53) as the means respectively. This category has a
low mean, indicating that students did not face major challenges when using
EDMODO. It also shows that the challenges that were faced by the students included
not having access to computers or devices and that parents did not allow them to use
the computers during school days. Hence, both these challenges are not challenging
with the platform itself, rather they are external reasons. This agrees with both studies
that were done in Saudi Arabia, where the challenges that were identified included
technological difficulties, screen size and internet issues (Al-Said, 2015; Khathiri,
2015). In both these studies no challenges were a result of the platform itself.
B) Discussion of Research Question 2: How do Emirati ninth grade students view
their use of EDMODO?
The results of the interviews with the students revealed that they had a positive
outlook with regards to EDMODO. Four major themes surfaced from the themes that
include efficiency and consolidation of learning through EDMODO, the social and
integrative collaboration aspect of EDMODO and how students enjoyed multiple
spaces of using EDMODO. It was also found that students did not face any major
challenges.
The students were found EDMODO to be efficient and helped consolidate their
learning. For example, some of the interviewees suggested that “it developed our
language”, “It is very effective”, “formative feedback was faster”. These results were
consistent with the study by Khodary in Saudi Arabia (2017). After post-testing, it was
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found that EDMODO supported student’s involvement in activities and tasks and it
also enhanced their learning. Furthermore, students were found to be more selfdisciplined and completed their own tasks with more confidence. Additionally, ShamsAbadi, Ahmadi and Mehrdad (2015), found that EDMODO had an increase in writing
performance occurred with the students who used EDMODO. This is also consistent
with the study by Prakash, Kiran and Naidu (2018) where there was a significant
increase in students’ performance after using EDMODO. As for Bicen (2015), he
conducted a questionnaire and students also viewed EDMODO to be a platform that
improved their learning.
The students also found EDMODO to be a social and integrative collaboration
platform during the interviews. Students revealed that EDMODO allowed them to
connect to both their peers and their teacher. They also enunciated that this type of
communication allowed them to “discuss easier and gain different views from each
other”. This further supports the Social Constructivism Theory, where social and
cultural contexts motivate students to learn. The students through EDMODO can
construct, transfer and share their learning. It also supports the Online Collaboration
Theory where students learn through using collaboration in an online setting. This is
also in agreement with the theory proposed by Piaget (1929) where he enunciated the
importance of collaboration and constructive cognitive development. This generation
uses social media platforms heavily and using EDMODO to both build their
collaborative learning and motivate them to learn is very important.
Collaboration is a necessary skill that is amongst the 21st century skills and the
Student Competency Framework that is currently being followed in the UAE. Hence,
it was expected that students find EDMODO to be a social and integrative
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collaboration platform in this study. This is consistent with the study by Gan,
Menkhoff & Smith (2015). In their study, they found that EDMODO supported
collaborative project tasks in an Asian university setting. The students used the
collaborative techniques to develop their key competencies by tackling challenges with
their peers. Zain, Sahimi, Hanafi, Halim & Alias (2016) studies the interactions of
students using EDMODO. It was found that 1201 postings were done and the dominant
exchange was between students. Gushiken (2013) also found that 80% of students
showed an improvement in their collaborative and communication skills after using
EDMODO.
These results further enunciate the importance of including a tool for students
to collaborate and communicate. For teachers who are seeking to develop the
competencies of their students, using EDMODO may be the resource. Hence, the
initiative of the UAE is to develop these skills and finding a resource that has shown
through students’ views that it works through social and collaborative is important.
The interviews also showed that the students viewed EDMODO as a multiple
learning space that they enjoy. For example, most of the students used “I did enjoy
using it” as a recurrent phrase. Furthermore, they explained that the feedback that they
received from their teacher was fast and easy and hence, they enjoyed using the
platform. The students justified their enjoyment with the learning that occurs whilst
enjoying the platform. For example, a student states “I really enjoyed it, especially
when I was benefitting from my classmates and my teacher.” This is consistent with
the study by Olson (2014) where students perceived EDMODO as a student friendly
environment that encourages student learning. Students also felt that EDMODO made
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them more active learners in a study by Nee (2014). They expressed that they were
more interested and motivated to use the platform.
As for challenges, the interviews showed that students did not face any major
challenges however, they did face technical problems. The students recurred that they
did not face any challenges by stating “There were no challenges”. They did however,
discuss the minor technical difficulties that they faced by responding as follows:
“There were technical difficulties like when the laptop was not working and I could
not upload posts.” This was consistent with the studies Purnawaran and Sundayana
(2016) where students identified bandwidth confusion in using EDMODO.
Furthermore, internet access was also identified as a challenge in a study about using
EDMODO by Ekici (2017). Dewi (2014) also identified the internet connection as a
challenge that students faced when using EDMODO.
C) Discussion of Research Question 3: How are students’ actual practices manifested
in using EDMODO?
The results of the document analysis support both the questionnaire and
interviews. The researcher found snapshots within the EDMODO platform from
multiple sources including private messages to the teacher, student posts, response to
each other, and responses to posts through ‘likes’ and ‘emoji’s’. The students’
practices portrayed their use of EDMODO collaboratively. They gave feedback to each
other through their posts and exchanged ideas. The 3 classes participating in the study
also discussed various topics and completed competitions with each other which
enhanced a professional learning community between them. The students also shared
ideas, social events, videos and jokes.
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The students’ practices included a wide range of enjoyment tendencies. They
responded by clicking ‘likes’, posted materials that include jokes and videos,
expressed their enjoyment by writing comments on each other’s posts and used
‘emojis’. The students also responded positively to the teacher led polls that asked
them if they were enjoying EDMODO. As for the challenges, the practices of the
students’ showed that they were writing in Arabic or having written mistakes in the
English Language. Furthermore, the students had technical problems including
forgetting their password, downloading and accessing their account. The students’ sent
private messages to their teacher to indicate these technical problems.
D) Discussion of Research Question 4: Are there any variations among the students’
self-report, their views and their actual practices regarding the use of EDMODO in
their learning?
A consistency was noted between students’ responses to the questionnaire and
the individual interviews. Both the qualitative and quantitative methods of data showed
a positive view from students. Students’ responses in the questionnaire showed that
the most reported items were about exchanging information (M = 4.14) which was in
the category of social and integrative category. This is consistent with the interview
where students expressed that they enjoyed EDMODO because it allowed them to
collaborate and communicate. Furthermore, the next highest mean was found to be
about the posted activities of EDMODO and that they were exciting and useful (M =
4.11). This item was found in the interest and enjoyment category. This is also
consistent with the interviews where students viewed EDMODO as a platform they
enjoy. The next highest item in the questionnaire was “I enjoy interactive activities
and discussion with my peers through EDMODO” (M = 4.08). This was also found to
be consistent with the interviews where students also expressed the collaboration
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opportunities to be of the main reasons why they favored EDMODO. These results
further support the plethora of literature surrounding EDMODO (Gan, Menkhoff &
Smith, 2015; Gushiken, 2013; Cruz & Cruz, 2013) that emphasized the both these
categories when students used EDMODO.
Additionally, the students reported in the questionnaire that they found
EDMODO to be efficient (M = 3.59). When interviewed, the students also viewed
EDMODO as an efficient tool for learning by stating “It developed our language” and
“I learnt a lot from EDMODO including progressing in the English Language from
my teacher and classmates including gaining new words” and “For example, arranging
a presentation, I didn’t know how to do that effectively before using EDMODO”. This
further supports the studies that found EDMODO to be effective and efficient (Fauzi,
2017; Prakash, Kiran & Naidu, 2018; Al-Naibi, Al-Jabri and Al-Kalbani, 2018).
As for the challenges and limitations that students may face, there was an
overall consistency between the questionnaire and the individual interviews. The
students did not face any major challenges and limitations when using EDMODO. In
the questionnaire the lowest mean was found in the challenges (M = 1.97).
Additionally, most of the students responded with “There were no challenges”.
Despite the overall consistency, there was minor variations that were noticed
between the students’ responses in the questionnaires and the individual interviews.
Students did portray their motivation, engagement and interest when using EDMODO
in the questionnaire. However, when conducting the interviews, the students
enunciated the multiple spaces of learning. Hence, they explained that they enjoyed
EDMODO specifically because it was collaborative, allowed them to receive
feedback, and assessments. Students stated “Yes, I did enjoy EDMODO and especially
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the assessments that we completed and the things we can all participate and benefit
from” and “Yes, I did enjoy suing it. It is easy to use and store files, I also liked the
page and felt it is easy to navigate. Also, the formative feedback that was given from
the teacher was fast and easy.” One possible interpretation for this discrepancy in
results is that the researcher prompted the students to express why they felt joy or were
interested in using EDMODO. The students may have also felt at ease when speaking
with the teacher about the platform.
The other noted inconsistency was the challenges and limitation, in the
questionnaire the students reported the least mean (M = 1.97). Of the lowest 3 items,
was “I have difficulties dealing with technological devices” (M = 1.89). However, in
the interviews, although it was consistent that the students did not face major
challenges, the students did however indicate that there were technological difficulties.
This also may be due to the students feeling more at ease when explaining the
difficulties, they had faced when using EDMODO.
The last inconsistency that was noted, was in the consolidation of learning with
regards to efficiency. Although students reported that they found EDMODO to be
efficient (M = 3.56). The highest items reported were “EDMODO enables me to
exchange information with my teacher” and “Exchange of ideas and information
through EDMODO improves my language skills” with means (M = 4.14) and (M =
3.62) respectively. As for the interviews, the students enunciated the efficiency of the
platform through the consolidation of their learning new words, or new information
and participation. The students stated “It developed our language” and “It is very
effective and especially that we have more control of our grades, especially for my
colleagues who don’t usually participate in the classroom”. This minor discrepancy
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can be due to the ability of the students to further vocalize their experiences in using
EDMODO with their teacher. The students may be more comfortable in verbally
expressing their thoughts through the interviews. Also, there were only 11 interviews
which may have limited the responses.

5.3 Recommendations
The findings reported in this study showed that EMDODO is an online tool
that is viewed and reported positively by ninth grade Emirati students. They may
contribute to further explore EDMODO specifically, and blended learning generally.
Although this study is on a small scale and was done in Al Ain, and hence the findings
reported may be interpreted with caution, it can act as a precursor to larger studies that
may be done in the region to better understand the experiences of students when using
EDMODO. To better expand upon this study, the following recommendations may be
suggested:
1) Further exploration of student perceptions with regards to EDMODO may
be administered. To further delve into the categories, studies with a larger
number of participants from all around the UAE may be administered. This
study showed positive feedback about the platform, however a larger
number of participants may show different results, or may further support
this study. Additionally, more interviews may be administered to obtain
more information about the perception of the students with regards to the
categories.
2) EDMODO or online collaborative platforms should be consistently used in
the classroom. This study has shown similar results with the literature
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explored. Students in other literature viewed and reported EDMODO
positively. Studies have also been found to be similar with regards to the
categories, interest and enjoyment, efficiency and social and collaborative.
Hence, teachers should be using such tools to ensure that students are
benefitting.
3) EDMODO has shown to be a useful tool through multiple studies. Hence,
to further explore and prepare for its inclusion consistently in education,
teachers’ perception in this area of the world should be studied. Teachers
experiences, knowledge and perception and attitudes towards the platform
specifically and blended learning generally, should provide insight on the
readability of schools to adopt such a platform.
4) Leadership in schools should motivate teachers to implement such
platforms. This can be done by providing the teachers with professional
development on how to effectively use EDMODO. They can also provide
teachers with the tools that are needed to implement such programs for
example, parent orientation nights to raise awareness within the parental
community. Furthermore, they can provide incentives or include the
incorporation of online tools in teaching and learning in teacher appraisals.
5) Further exploration of the impact of EDMODO on learning. The researchers
may explore the impact on a certain skill through an experimental design to
ensure that the platform has a positive impact on progress and attainment of
students. This can be done across disciplines and cohorts to ensure
generalizability.
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5.4 Implications
As enhancing student achievement has become the basis of any educational
system, the search for resources and strategies that may develop the learning
experience of students is essential. Additionally, new technological advances,
innovation and digital platforms are increasingly becoming crucial to the current
generation. Collaboration, independent learning and communication are also
becoming the 21st century skills that are needed. The United Arab Emirates has been
experiencing an educational reform to fulfill its Educational Vision 2020. Students are
encouraged through competency framework to enhance their 21st century skills and
teachers are expected to provide the students with opportunities to enhance them.
Hence, further studies within the UAE framework should be conducted. These studies
should be of a similar nature to the current study with a larger sample of students in
different educational zones in the UAE. Similarly, the studies should also be across
different subjects and cohorts. This allows the researchers to draw a comparison
between the views of different subjects, areas of the UAE, cohorts, public and private
schooling and gender. Researchers can also consider conducting a similar study using
an exploratory design to explore the views of students in more depth through gathering
data qualitatively in the first phase and supporting the data quantitively in the second
phase. Such studies will add more to the existing literature on EDMODO as they would
cover a wider and more diverse population.
Furthermore, teacher views studies on their knowledge, background,
experience on using blended learning generally and EDMODO specifically could be
studied. This could show the researchers the views of crucial stakeholders. It could
also provide insight on the attitudes of the teachers and whether demographics and
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previous experience impact these attitudes. Subsequently, after views studies are
applied, impact and experimental studies may be administered to further explore the
impact on students’ outcomes, attainment, achievement and progress. Studies are
found in literature studying the impact of EDMODO on learning, and could be used as
a model to further study EDMODO in the UAE.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Student Questionnaire
Students’ background survey

Thank you for taking part in this study. The purpose of this study is to explore the use
of EDMODO by female Emirati 9th grade students who learn English as a second
language. The information obtained from the background survey and the
questionnaires will remain confidential and will be recorded anonymously. Please note
that your participation is voluntary and is highly valued. The the questionnaire should
take about 15-20 minutes to complete. For each question in the following background
survey, please tick the response that applies to you.

Questionnaire (CRQ)
This questionnaire aims to explore the students view about their use of Edmodo

After reading each statement, circle the number (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) which applies to
you. Note that there are no right or wrong responses to any of the items on this
questionnaire.
‘1’ SA means that ‘ strongly agree with the statement
‘2’ A

means that ‘agree with the statement

‘3’ N means that ‘neutral about the statement (which mean you are not sure about
the statement)
‘4’ D

means that ‘disagree with the statement

‘5’ SD means that ‘ strongly agree with the statement.

Category
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Question type

A. Efficiency: Reflect the more utilitarian value of learning SA

A

N

D SD

E
1

Using EDMODO is helpful in enabling me to learn
English

1

2

3

4

5

E
2

Through EDMODO, I can get immediate feedback

1

2

3

4

5

E
3

Through using EDMODO, I become an independent
learner

1

2

3

4

5

E
4

Using EDMODO helps me to be a critical thinker

1

2

3

4

5

E
5

I believe EDMODO saves time and efforts in
learning

1

2

3

4

5

E
6

My language skills improved after using EDMODO

1

2

3

4

5

E
7

By using EDMODO, I can easily access different
types of digital materials

1

2

3

4

5

E
8

Using available materials in EDMODO prepares me
for the class

1

2

3

4

5

E
9

Using EDMODO improves my computer skills

1

2

3

4

5

B. Social and Integrative: Reasons for L2 learners to communicate with
classmates and teacher, beside integration with other subjects
S1 EDMODO helps me to be connected with my
classmates

1

2

3

4

5

S2 Collaborating with my classmates through
EDMODO helps me to learn better

1

2

3

4

5

S3 Exchange of ideas and information through
EDMODO improves my language skills

1

2

3

4

5

S4 EDMODO require me to use my IT Skills

1

2

3

4

5

S5 Edmodo helps me to communicate with other
students in different classes within my school

1

2

3

4

5

S6 EDMODO enables me to exchange information with
my teacher

1

2

3

4

5

S7 The discussion through EDMODO enhances my
relationship with peers

1

2

3

4

5

Category
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Question type

S8 EDMODO allows me to access materials of other
subjects

1

2

3

4

5

C. Interest and enjoyment: Beliefs of enjoying learning English
I1

I enjoy learning English through EDMODO

1

2

3 4 5

I2

I enjoy accessing resources through Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I3

The posted activities in Edmodo are exciting and useful

1

2

3 4 5

I4

I find all learning activities interesting when using
Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I5

I feel more interested learning English through Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I6

I enjoy receiving my teachers’ comments and feedback
regarding my work in Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I7

I enjoy interactive activities and discussion with my peers
through Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I8

I enjoyed being assessed through Edmodo

1

2

3 4 5

I9

I like Edmodo because it allows me to learn at my own
time

1

2

3 4 5

1

2

3 4 5

I10 I would like to use Edmodo again

D. Challenges: Challenges related to the use and accessibility of EDMODO
C1 I don’t have a computer or a personal device to access
EDMODO at home

1 2 3 4 5

C2 I have difficulties dealing with technological devices

1 2 3 4 5

C3

1 2 3 4 5

The layout of EDMODO is complicated and confusing to use

C4 My parents do not allow the use of a computer during school
days
C5 I have difficulties in saving large files on my device

1

1 2 3 4 5
2

3

4

5

Poor connection and available network are real
challenges for me
C6 Our computers at school doesn’t work properly all the time

1 2 3 4 5

C7 I don’t feel comfortable using my computer skills in my class

1 2 3 4 5

C8 I find it difficult to discuss and collaborate through typing

1 2 3 4 5
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الفعالية

موافق موافق
بشدة

ال اعرف غير
موافق

غير
موافق
بشدة

 1استخدام االدمودو ساعدني في تعلم اللغه
االنجليزية
 2ساعدني االدمودو في الحصول على تغذيه
راجعه سريعه
 3ساعدني االدمودو على التعلم الذاتي للغه
4
5
6
7

ساعدني االدمودو على استخدام مهاره التفكير
الناقد
ساعدني االدمودو على توفير وقتي و جهدي في
التعلم
مهارتي اللغويه تحسنت باستخدام برنامج
االدمودو
استطيع الوصول الى عده مصادر إلكترونية
بسهوله مثل الباوربوينت عن طريق االدمودو

 8المواد و المصادر المتوفره في االدمودو ساعدني
للتحضير لدروسي
 9ساعدني االدمودو في تحسين مهارتي في
الكمبيوتر

التواصل و الدمج
 1ساعدني االدمودو على التواصل اكثر مع زميالتي
في الفصل
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

التعاون مع زميالتي من خالل االدمودو ساعدني
على التعلم بشكل افضل
تبادل المعلومات و األفكارمن خالل االدمودو
ساعدني على تحسين مهارتي في اللغويه
يتطلب االدمودو استخدامي لمهاراتي في التعلم
االلكتروني
يساعدني االدمودو على التواصل مع طالبات خارج
الفصل
ساعدني االدمودو على تبادل المعلومات مع معلم
اللغه االنجليزيه
حسنت النقاشات في االدمودو عالقتي مع زميالتي
في الصف و اكتساب مهارات التواصل
استطعت الوصول لمصادر معلومات للمواد
األخرى عن طريق االدمودو

موافق
بشدة

غير
موافق ال
اعرف موافق

غير
موافق
بشدة
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موافق موافق ال
اعرف
بشدة

االستمتاع

غير
موافق

غير
موافق
بشدة

 1استمتع بالتعلم عن طريق االدمودو
 2استمتع بالوصول لمصادر المعلومات عن طريق
االدمودو
 3المعلومات الموجوده في االدمودو مفيدة
 4استخدام االدمودو يجعل التمارين ممتعه
 5اشعر بمتعه اكثر عند استخدام االدمودو لتعلم
اللغه االنجليزيه اكثر من الطرق التقليديه
 6يعجبني الحصول على تغذيه راجعه او تعليق من
معلمتي في االدمودو
 7استمتع بالنقاشات مع معلمتي في االدمودو
 8استمتع بتقييمي من خالل االدمودو
 9استمتع باستخدام االدمودو النه يساعدني بالتعلم
في وقتي الخاص
 10اود استخدام االدمودو في دراستي المستقبليه

التحديات
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

ال املك كمبيوتر او جهاز خاص
الستخدام االدمودو في المنزل
أجد صعوبه و تعقيد في استخدام
االجهزة االلكترونيه
تنسيق الصفحه اإللكترونية
لالدمودو معقد و مربك
ال يسمح لي والدي باستخدام
االدمودو خالل أيام األسبوع
أجد صعوبه في تخزين الملفات
الكبيره في جهازي الخاص
ضعف شبكة االنترنت في
المنزل تسبب مشاكل اثناء
استخدامي لالدمودو
ال تعمل االجهزة االلكترونية
بشكل جيد في المدرسة
ال اشعر بالراحة اثناء استخدام
الكمبيوتر امام زميالتي
اجد صعوبة في النقاش و
التعاون مع زميالتي كتابيا عن
طريق االدمودو

موافق
بشدة

موافق

ال اعرف

غير موافق غير موافق
بشدة
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Dear Reviewers;
The researcher is pleased to invite you to judge the instruments of her Master, entitled,
“The use of EDMODO in teaching English language.” The research instrument
consists of four categories, which measure types of questions according to Motivation
categories. Emirati Ninth graders’ perceptions and challenges about using Edmodo
Application on English language. Please note that the refereeing form devotes a
checklist for the items comprising each category under each scale. Thus, you can
evaluate each item by indicating its importance, clarity and relevance to its respective
factor. Surely, your comments and recommendations will contribute a great deal to
enriching and validating the research tools of the present study.
Please fill in the following background data;
Name:-------------------------------Academic Specialization:----------------------Academic Rank:---------------------------Faculty:----------------------------Department:-----------------------Institution:----------------------------
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Motivation Survey- Validation
Clarity
No Item

Importance

Relevancy

Clear Not Important Not
Relevant Irrelevant
Clear
Important

Category: Efficiency: Reflect the more utilitarian value of learning
1E. Using EDMODO is
helpful in enabling me
to learn English
2E. Through EDMODO, I
can get immediate
feedback
3E. Through using
EDMODO, I become
an independent
learner
4E. Using EDMODO
helps me to be a
critical thinker
5E. I believe EDMODO
saves my time and
efforts in learning
6E. My language
performance
improved after using
EDMODO
7E. By using EDMODO,
I can easily access
different types of
digital materials
8E. Using available
materials in
EDMODO prepare
me for the class
8E Using EDMODO
improves my
computer skills

Comments
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Clarity
Importance
Relevancy
Comments
No Item
Clear Not Important Not
Relevant Irrelevant
Clear
Important
Category: Social and Integrative: Reasons for L2 learners to communicate with classmates
and teacher, beside integration with other subjects
1S. EDMODO helps
me to be
connected with
my classmates
inside and outside
the classroom
2S. Collaborating
with my
classmates
through
EDMODO helps
me to learn better
3S. Exchange of ideas
and our works
through
EDMODO
improves my
language skills
4S. EDMODO helps
to use my IT
Skills
5S. Edmodo helps me
to make contact
with other
students in
different classes
within my school
6S. EDMODO enable
me to exchange
information with
my teacher
7S. The discussion
through
EDMODO
enhances my
relationship with
peers
8S. EDMODO allows
me to access
materials of other
subjects
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Clarity
Importance
Relevancy
Comments
No Item
Clear Not Important Not
Relevant Irrelevant
Clear
Important
Category: Interest and enjoyment: Beliefs of enjoying learning English
1I. I enjoy learning
English through
EDMODO
2I. I enjoy
accessing
resources
through
Edmodo
3I. The posted
activities in
Edmodo are
exciting.
4I. I find all
learning
activities
interesting when
using Edmodo
5I. I feel more
interested
learning English
through
Edmodo
6I. I like to receive
my teachers’
comments
regarding my
work in
Edmodo
7I. I enjoy
interactive
activities and
discussion with
my peers
through
Edmodo
8I I enjoyed being
assessed
through
Edmodo
9I I like Edmodo
because it
allows me to
learn at my own
time
10I I would like to
use Edmodo
again
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Clarity
Importance
Relevancy
Comments
Clear Not
Important Not
Relevant Irrelevant
Clear
Important
Category: Challenges: Challenges related to the use and accessibility of EDMODO
1C. I don’t have a
computer or a
personal device to
access EDMODO at
home
2C. I have difficulties
dealing with
technological devices
3C. The layout of
EDMODO
is complicated and
confusing to use
4C. My parents do not
allow the use of a
computer during
school days
5C. I have difficulties in
storing large files on
my mobile
6C. Poor connection and
available network are
real challenges for
me
7C. Our computers at
school doesn’t work
properly all the time
8C. I don’t feel
comfortable using
EDMODO in my
class
9C. I find it difficult to
discuss and
collaborate through
typing
No Item
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Appendix B
Interview Questions

1- Do you think that Edmodo is an efficient platform to use in the classroom? In
what ways is it efficient? Prompts: Facilitates learning, gives feedback,
makes you study independently, saves your time, improves your language,
prepares you for class

2- Do you feel that using Edmodo helps you to integrate more with others? In
what ways does Edmodo help you in collaborating with others? Prompts:
Working with classmates inside and outside classroom, collaborating with
your classmates, exchange ideas with others and teachers, enhance your
relationships with your peers

3- Do you enjoy using Edmodo? What Do you find interesting? Prompts:
Accessing resources, interact with posted activities, enjoy reading teachers’
comments and feedback, enjoy interactive activities and discussion with your
peers

4- Do you find any challenges in using Edmodo? What are those challenges?
Prompts: Device access, understanding the layout, parents’ permission,
saving files, poor network, uncomfortable to work in front of others

5- Do you think about Edmodo? In what ways is it efficient? Prompts:
Facilitates learning, gives feedback, makes you study independently, saves
your time, improves your language, prepares you for class

6- Do you feel that using Edmodo helps you to integrate more with others? In
what ways does Edmodo help you in collaborating with others? Prompts:
Working with classmates inside and outside classroom, collaborating with
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your classmates, exchange ideas with others and teachers, enhance your
relationships with your peers

7- Do you enjoy using Edmodo? What Do you find interesting? Prompts:
’Accessing resources, interact with posted activities, enjoy reading teachers
comments and feedback, enjoy interactive activities and discussion with your
peers

?8- Do you find any challenges in using Edmodo? What are those challenges
Prompts: Device access, understanding the layout, parents’ permission,
saving files, poor network, uncomfortable to work in front of others
مقابلة :
 :تسهيل التعلم  ،التغذيه الراجعه ،الدراسه الذاتيه ،ما هو رآيك في برنامج االدمودو التعليمي؟ تلميحات
 ٢الحفاظ على الوقت  ،تطور اللغه  ،التحضير للحصه
هل تشعرين بان برنامج االدمودو ساعدك على التواصل اكثر مع زميالتك؟ وضحي ذلك ؟ من أي ناحيه
ساعدك على التعاون مع زميالتك؟ تلميحات  :تبادل المعلومات العمل في الصف و خارج الفصل ،توطيد
العالقه بين الزميالت
هل استمتعت باستخدام البرنامج ؟ تلميحات  :الوصول للمصادر  ،التعامل مع النقاشات ،قراءه التغذيه
الراجعه من المعلمه
هل هناك أي تحديات واجهتها اثناء استخدام البرنامج ؟ ماهي التحديات ؟ تلميحات  :فهم اليه البرنامج  ،تخزين
الملفات  ،اذن ولي االمر  ،ضعف االنترنت
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Appendix C
Interview Transcription
Sara:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It has helped me raise my level in the English Language as I had participated with
my colleagues that I didn’t know. Also, when I had extra time I would log in to
Edmodo and look at the posts that were interesting and funny. I also put posts that
other students gave me their views about allowing us to cooperate and raise my level.
I felt that I learnt new things like new words. For example, some words that I did not
know, I translated using Google and this also helped me in writing.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, it gave me the opportunity to meet new people and then I participated with
them.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, when the girls participated and posted things, I used to participate with them
that was also fun especially in our free time. The most thing that I liked about
Edmodo is that it was easy to submit my assessments. Also, when the teacher posts
videos, she saves time in class and she doesn’t use up the class time. The activities
were very nice that were posted in Edmodo.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
No
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Hamda:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It is very effective and especially that we have more control of our grades especially
for the students that don’t usually participate in the classroom. It allows them to raise
their grades by participating in Edmodo. The most thing is when we can present a
presentation that usually no one gives opinions about, but through Edmodo everyone
gave feedback and I did the same. Also, the activities that were posted by the teacher
were engaging and we could participate and communicate with the other students,
especially the students that are not usually social but are social on Edmodo. The
other thing is that our homework and assessments are always ready with the deadline
posted so I can log on and check the dates at any time. The information on Edmodo
is more credible than asking other colleagues and if I am mistaken in any material, I
get prompt feedback and corrections.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
A lot, every post that I posted or that they posted, we got immediate feedback and
opinions and everyone participates and discusses through Edmodo. The posts also
then move to the classroom where the discussions continue.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Of course, because it is online and very easy to use, anyone who is a beginner user
can use it easily. You can upload easily presentation, a lot of comments and videos.
They are uploaded easily without any implications and this is the best part about
Edmodo. I also felt that there is a connection between what I do in English and other
subjects like Information technology. For example, arranging a presentation, I didn’t
know how to do that effectively before using Edmodo. I learnt a way that I didn’t
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know previously and that is clicking on upload and uploading presentations. Also,
the writing assessments were very easy to use by clicking on the word and writing
the homework and sending it to the teacher and gaining the grade.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
When I first started using Edmodo there were some words that I did not know,
however I learnt that I could copy them to Google and translate them and then I
started to learn new words.
Alyazia:
What are your views about Edmodo?
I learnt a lot from Edmodo including progressing in the English Language from my
teacher and classmates including gaining new words. I also gained the knowledge of
my colleagues, which did not take time from me. My timetable at home was more
organized and I learnt how to organize my time more. Instead of spending time on
my phone for nothing, I was spending it learning.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
I am usually quiet in the classroom, however through Edmodo I was able to get to
know my classmates.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
I really enjoyed it, especially when I was benefitting from my classmates and my
teacher. I also did not spend my time on unnecessary things. The most thing that I
enjoyed is when the teacher posts something and asks the students to comment which
helped my writing in English because Edmodo corrects my spelling.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
No
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Sheikha:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It is an easy program to use and improves the communication between the student
and the teacher and helps in discussions.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, as it gathers the students from a class together and makes discussions easier in
different topics and gaining different views from each other.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, I did enjoy using it. It is easy to use and store files, I also liked the page and felt
that it is easy to navigate. Also, the formative feedback that was given from the
teacher was fast and easy.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
Yes, when the internet was weak and slow.
Noura:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It helped me organize my time and my participation for example if I needed anything
from my teacher I could ask her through Edmodo. It also helped in preparing for my
class through the material that the teacher sent.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, for example my classmates posted new information that I didn’t know.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
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Yes, it has many educational materials that are beneficiary and the most thing that I
liked is when we discussed pictures and videos and there are multiple views about
the material.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
No
Yasmine:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It helps to remind us about homework and it is easy as anyone can use it. The teacher
is also available and we can ask her any question.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
No, our communication is through WhatsApp and Snapchat, as Edmodo is only for
homework.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, and it is easy to remind us about our homework and helps us in our learning.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
No, there were no challenges.
Amna:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It is an easy educational program to use for our homework and I can complete my
homework. It also presents information to me and helps me prepare for my lesson. It
also developed my language through the correction of my spelling.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
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Yes, there were classmates that I did not know and through Edmodo I enjoyed their
comments and started to talk to them.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, through the assessments as I was challenged with the time and through the
feedback I received from the teacher.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
Yes, technical difficulties like when the laptop was not working and I could not
upload posts.
Metha:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It is easy to communicate with the teacher and to get to know the other classmates
and we were able to discuss our thoughts together. It also saved time, for example in
our free time we were able to log on and discuss. It also developed my ability in the
language as I was using it more.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, as it allowed us to discuss our thoughts together and helped us discuss more in
the classroom.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, it made communicating with my teacher and classmates easier and to
communicate our thoughts with confidence. I really liked when my classmates
advised me about the videos and pictures and we discussed. Also, I was able to meet
new people that I benefitted from in my language.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
No
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Khawla:
What are your views about Edmodo?
Yes, it made communicating with my teacher and classmates easier. It also gave us
new words in English and another source instead of the teacher. If we were absent or
missed a class or did not understand it was also beneficiary. Also, it developed our
language because there were words that I did not know before and I wanted to know
them so I translated them to use them and so I learnt new words.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, because every student puts her views and I used to give them my views. We
also answered each other about things we didn’t understand.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, it helps us and it allows us to do things that we didn’t do before like
assessments through the program and learning from these assessments.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
There were no challenges.
Mariam:
What are your views about Edmodo?
It is nice and it helps in learning and helps the teacher in teaching. It is easy and
helps with the homework and assessments as the teacher assigns them through
Edmodo and it gets sent to the teacher automatically.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, it allows us to collaborate and feel the spirit of collaboration. We benefitted
from each other and gave each other information in English and other subjects.
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Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, the most thing I enjoyed are the posts and the assessments that we can do at
home.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
Yes, sometimes there are difficulties in the internet.
Shamma:
What are your views about Edmodo?
I liked it a lot and it helped me complete my work faster and it made the teaching
process easier. Also, the formative feedback was faster and the communication with
the teacher was faster. I felt it developed my English Language.
Do you feel that Edmodo allowed you to communicate more with your classmates
inside and outside of the class?
Yes, it gave us an opportunity to discuss together and assess each other. We used to
discuss and present our views that sometimes changed with further discussions.
Did you enjoy using Edmodo?
Yes, I did enjoy Edmodo and especially the assessments that we can complete and
the thinks we can all participate in and benefit from.
Did you face any challenges / difficulties when using Edmodo?
Sometimes when we completed assessments and sent them, the notifications were
not received by the teacher.
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Appendix D
Jurors of Interview and Questionnaire

This appendix presents the names of the UAEU faculty
members and native speaker who helped the researcher
establish the validity of the interview and questionnaire
questions.

Miss. Maria, English native speaker teacher
Dr. Mohamad Shaban Associate Professor, UAE University
Dr. Negmeldin Alsheikh Associate Professor, UAE
University
Dr Adeeb Jawh UAE University
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Appendix E
Document Analysis
Active students in EDMODO Exchange (n=97)
Efficacy
Ability to access
different types of
digital materials
Using EDMODO
platform to
improve their
grammar

Receiving
immediate online
feedback from
their friends and
teachers
Posting their
grades and
undergoing
quizzes on
EDMODO
Students post their
homework and
projects

Social
Share ideas, social
events, videos and
jokes through
EDMODO
Creating a
collaborative
community among
the students in
three class through
discussions and
competitions
Exchange ideas
with friends

Enjoyment
Students respond
as a ‘Like’ for
issues they
enjoyed
Students post
materials for
enjoyment like
videos and jokes

Challenges
Some students
resort to write in
Arabic

Students write a
response to some
posts expressing
their enjoyment

English Written
communication
problems

Responding and
giving feedback to
friends’ posts

Students respond
to each other and
use ‘emojis’ to
express their
enjoyment

Students are
unable to connect
to the internet in
school

Exchanging ideas
with their teacher
through posts and
privately

Response to
teacher led polls
about their
enjoyment
positively

Technical
problems:
Password,
downloading,
accounts
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Appendix F
Efficacy
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Appendix G
Efficacy
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Appendix H
Efficacy
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Appendix I
Efficacy
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Appendix J
Efficacy
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Appendix K
Social
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Appendix L
Social
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130
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Appendix M
Social
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Appendix N
Social
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Appendix O
Social
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Appendix P
Enjoinment
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Appendix Q
Enjoinment
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Appendix R
Enjoinment
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Appendix S
Enjoinment
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Appendix T
Enjoinment
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Appendix U
Challenges
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Appendix V
Challenges
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Appendix W
Challenges
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